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ABSTRACT

The topic of this research was initiated by the discovery, in part by Dr. David Giles, that Vibrio
cholerae, the enteric bacteria responsible for the disease cholera, has the ability to uptake and utilize
long chain polyunsaturated fatty acids up to 22 carbon atoms long. Before this discovery was made,
conventional belief was that fatty acids of greater than 18 carbons long were toxic to bacteria. Further
investigations have revealed that this uptake is not unique to Vibrio cholerae, and a range of bacteria
such as Klebsiella pneumoniae, Pseudomonas aeruginosa, Acinetobacter baumannii, and even
Escherichia coli have been found to uptake and use these longer chain fatty acids to varying degrees.
This uptake has been linked to increased antimicrobial resistance, motility, biofilm formation, and
virulence phenotypes.
This research was a collaboration to computationally investigate the uptake mechanism for the
uptake of long chain fatty acids, as well as the effects these long-chain fatty acid integrated
phospholipids have on antimicrobial resistance. The investigation was performed in two parts; the first
involving the uptake of fatty acids by the long chain fatty acid transport protein FadL; the second a
membrane system interacting with cationic antimicrobial peptides.
The FadL uptake study involved the atomistic level modelling of various FadL homologs found in
virulent V. cholerae serotypes. Docking of equilibrated FadL homologs presented information on the
binding energies and binding locations of each fatty acid tested for a wide range of conformations. The
summation of the binding locations revealed preferred binding sites and oftentimes the channels
between them.
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To investigate cationic resistance, atomistic membrane systems were generated with varying
fatty acids replacing the phospholipid tail groups. For each of the test membranes, various cationic
antimicrobial peptides were pulled through the membrane systems using steered molecular dynamics.
The membrane permeability for each fatty acid was analyzed from the energy required to move the
cationic peptide through the membrane as well as the response of the membrane structure as the
peptide passed through.
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CHAPTER I
LITERATURE REVIEW

1.1 INTRODUCTION
This dissertation is the cumulative work of the study of V. cholerae’s membrane permeability in
the response to a variety of exogenous long chain fatty acids. The research done in this work was
primarily performed using molecular dynamics and other simulation and modeling software. Many of
the experiments were performed on the University of Tennessee at Chattanooga’s TS117
supercomputer, giving experimental timescales and simulation sizes that would otherwise be
unobtainable through conventional means.
This dissertation covers two experiments. The first is the generation of the long chain fatty acid
transport protein FadL for Vibrio cholerae homologs. Through this experiment the selective fatty acid
uptake pathways were elucidated for the first time and analyzed. Of the three homologs tested, each
had unique structural characteristics that reflected experimental data for fatty acid uptake.
The second experiment was membrane permeability with respect to the fatty acyl tail
compositions of newly found phospholipid species. These experiments measured cationic antimicrobial
peptide diffusion across variable membrane compositions and the membrane’s response to the cationic
peptides passage.
In this research, the systems constructed were meant to be as true to nature as possible, and as
a result, a great deal of literature was perused. Some of the more relevant literature is presented in the
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following background section that will help the reader understand the significance and interrelation
between membrane composition and bacterial prevalence.

1.2 BACKGROUND
1.2.1 Fatty Acids
Fatty acids (FA) are molecules with a carboxylic acid head group and an aliphatic tail group of
varying length and saturation. FAs are used primarily as building blocks for cell membranes, but also
supply energy, and can be used as signaling molecules (de Carvalho & Caramujo, 2018). Fatty acids can
be acquired from exogenous sources as well as being synthesized de novo. However, many organisms
(such as Homo sapiens) require specific exogenous sources of FAs for specific metabolic functions (de
Carvalho & Caramujo, 2018). In humans, these metabolic functions can be immune system regulation,
blood clotting, neurotransmitter biosynthesis, cholesterol metabolism, and phospholipids used in the
brain and retina (Abedi & Sahari, 2014).
In nature, plants typically have a limited synthesizing capacity that produces polyunsaturated
fatty acids (PUFA) up to 18 carbons (although many plants are still capable of > 20 carbon
monounsaturated and unsaturated FAs used for waxes (Post-Beittenmiller, 1996) and seed storage lipids
(Kunst, Taylor, & Underhill, 1992)) (Leonard, Pereira, Sprecher, & Huang, 2004). However, plants are
generally the only producers of n-3 (ω-3) and n-6 (ω-6) where the first unsaturated carbon starts on the
3rd or 6th carbon from the tail methyl group. Oddly, there are some heterotrophic bacteria (Vibrio and
Pseudomonas) that can also produce the typically plant based n-3 PUFAs (Berge & Barnathan, 2005).
Mammalian cells possess cytoplasmic fatty acid synthase (FAS) a major producer of 16-18 carbon atoms,
which are also the most common cellular FAs in mammals (Leonard et al., 2004). Unsaturated fatty
acids, particularly alpha-linolenic (18:3) acid and linoleic acid (18:2) are abundant in grass and other
ruminant feed (Maia, Chaudhary, Figueres, & Wallace, 2007). Typically, plants and animals do not create
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the higher order ( > 20 carbons) unsaturated fatty acids; instead, these longer chain FAs are commonly
produced by marine protists and microalgae (Berge & Barnathan, 2005; Harwood & Guschina, 2009;
Leonard et al., 2004). Its widely known that fish, mollusks, and crustaceans tend to have high
concentrations of longer and more unsaturated chain FAs such as eicosapentaenoic acid (EPA, 20:5) and
docosahexaenoic acid (DHA, 22:6) (Abedi & Sahari, 2014). It is thought that all PUFA in food webs
originate from primary producers, where organisms further up the food chain have only the ability to
modify the FA by bioconversion and elongation as they pass through the food web (i.e., trophic
upgrading) (de Carvalho & Caramujo, 2018). Thus fish, mollusks, and crustaceans which have a diet of
microalga and protist have higher concentrations of the longer chain PUFAs, but also have a lessened
ability for conversion or synthesis of long chain PUFAs than freshwater fish (de Carvalho & Caramujo,
2018).
While fatty acids are very beneficial to organisms, toxicity of PUFAs has been found for a range
of Gram-negative and Gram-positive bacteria as well in eukaryotic mammalian cells (Glatz, Luiken, &
Bonen, 2010; Maia et al., 2007). In mammal cells, the toxicity from FAs (lipotoxicity) is caused by an
accumulation of lipid metabolites in the cell. Determined by fluorescence in the presence of propidium
iodide’s interaction with DNA, the lipotoxicity in bacteria has been linked to the integrity of the cell
membrane (Maia et al., 2007). Additionally, in Clostridium proteoclasticum, Butyrivibrio hungatei and
Eubacterium ruminantium, toxicity was ranked as from most toxic to least: eicosapentaenoic acid (20:5),
22:6, 18:3α, 18:2 (Maia et al., 2007). This illustrates the required balancing mechanisms between FA
uptake, synthesis, and degradation for the survival and proliferation of bacteria.
1.2.2 Fatty Acid Metabolism: Fatty acid degradation (Fad)
The pathway for long-chain FA uptake in Gram-negative bacteria begins with the
transmembrane protein FadL (Ginsburgh, Black, & Nunn, 1984; Nunn & Simons, 1978) to transport the
FA into to periplasmic space, where it is then delivered through the inner membrane to FadD (acyl-CoA
3

synthetase or fatty acid-CoA ligase). FadD uses adenosine triphosphate (ATP) along with a FA, producing
adenosine monophosphate (AMP) and P2 O−4
7 (PPi) and a FA (now a fatty acyl) bonded to a coenzyme A
(CoA) (shown in Equations 1 and 2 below (Weimar, DiRusso, Delio, & Black, 2002)).
Eq. 1: FA + ATP → (fatty acyl – AMP) + PPi
Eq. 2: (fatty acyl – AMP) + CoA → (fatty acyl S-CoA) + AMP
The FA-CoA can then be processed in the fatty acid degradation or fatty acid synthesis. The
process of fatty acid degradation uses a β oxidation cycle producing a shorter FA and generating energy.
The β oxidation is a cyclic that can be repeated until there is no longer a carbon chain attached to the
acetyl group - resulting in the end product of an acetyl-CoA (Figure 1). This acetyl-CoA can then be
further processed in the citric acid cycle occurring in the mitochondrial matrix membranes in eukaryotic
cells or in the case of bacteria the proton gradient is across the cell membrane. This process generates
energy by converting ADP to ATP.
The initial energy investment (ATP to AMP) to create the acyl-CoA bond for β oxidation is offset
by the energy that is produced by the degradation cycling of the Fatty Acyl-CoA. Because of this initial
energy investment, the longer fatty acid attached to the CoA, the more energy that is produced per ATP
usage (Rojo, 2019). It has been found that in E. coli compared to S. enterica, a bacterium of similar
homology and ecological niche, has a lessened ability to utilize short- and medium-chain fatty acids
(Iram & Cronan, 2006). While there are many proteins involved in the uptake and processing of FAs, this
lessened-uptake is has attributed to the accumulation short- and medium-chain acyl-CoAs in E. coli
eluding to inefficient FA degradation when FAs were the only carbon source (Iram & Cronan, 2006). This
less efficient uptake is believed to be due to E. coli’s accumulation of intermediate-chain-length
products, and exchange of homologous genes showed that the FadE and FadBA genes of S. enterica
were the reason for S. enterica’s more efficient β oxidation (Iram & Cronan, 2006).
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Figure 1.1 Fatty acid degradation (Fad) cycle (Fillmore, Abo Alrob, & Lopaschuk, 2011)

1.2.3 Regulation of Fatty Acid Degradation Transcription
Fatty acid degradation genes (fad) are regulated by a wide diversity in genes and specific
substrates that have not always been studied in detail (Iram & Cronan, 2006). In the case of E. coli, it
was found that the global cyclic AMP-dependent catabolite repression system, a system that optimizes
the uptake of favored metabolites regulates the expression of fatty acid operons for FadR, FadD, and
FadH (Y. Feng & Cronan, 2012). The regulation of FadR is very important as it is a protein that acts on
DNA to repress or activate gene operons (Raman, Black, & DiRusso, 1997; Raman & DiRusso, 1995; van
Aalten, DiRusso, Knudsen, & Wierenga, 2000). The FadR protein forms a dimer and has two binding sites
which are believed to inactivate FadR binding to DNA when FadR binds to acyl-CoA or a long-chain fatty
acyl-CoA to the hydrophobic binding sites (van Aalten et al., 2000). FadR represses the entire set of fad
genes as well as an upregulator of the fatty acid biosynthesis transcriptors fabA and fabB in E. coli
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(Campbell & Cronan, 2001b; Y. Feng & Cronan, 2012; M. Henry, 1992; M. F. Henry & Cronan, 1991;
Raman et al., 1997; Raman & DiRusso, 1995). These FadR repressed gene products include but are not
limited to FadA (aerobic 3-ketoacyl-CoA thiolase), FadB (aerobic enoyl-CoA hydratase and 3-hydroxyacylCoA dehydrogenase), FadD (fatty acyl-CoA synthetase), FadE (aerobic acyl-CoA dehydrogenase), FadH
(NADPH-dependent 2.4-dienoyl-CoA reductase), FadI (anaerobic 3-ketoacyl-CoA thiolase), and FadJ
(anaerobic oxidation complex subunit responsible for enoyl-CoA hydratase and 3-hydroxyacyl-CoA
dehydrogenase activities), and FadL (long-chain fatty acid transport protein).
Several of the enzymes in the cycle perform the same function. For instance, FadA and FadI both
serve as a 3-ketoacyl-CoA thiolase, however, FadI is expressed during anaerobic respiration whereas
FadA is expressed during aerobic respiration (Campbell, Morgan-Kiss, & Cronan, 2003; Snell, Feng,
Zhong, Martin, & Madison, 2002). Additionally, certain enzymes have preferences for specific acyl-CoA
fatty acid chains such as 3,5-tetradecadienoyl-CoA (14:2-CoA) (Y. Feng & Cronan, 2009; Nie, Ren, &
Schulz, 2008). 3,5-tetradecadienoyl-CoA is a minor metabolite of the β oxidation of oleic acid (18:1),
which is cleaved by FadM to form 3,5-cis-tetradecadienoic acid (14:2). When the 3,5-cistetradecadienoic acid is formed, the β oxidation cycle releases the FA into the growth medium (Y. Feng
& Cronan, 2009; Nie et al., 2008). As a thioesterase, FadM was found to act on around 10% of the fatty
acids during β oxidation producing tetradecadienoic acid, where the remaining FAs were fully degraded
for energy when oleic acid was the sole carbon source (Y. Feng & Cronan, 2009; Nie et al., 2008).
1.2.4 Fatty Acid Metabolism: Fatty Acid Biosynthesis (Fab)
Fatty acid biosynthesis (fab) genes of fatty acid synthesis (FAS) enzyme complexes are varied,
but typically they are apart and are one of two types of FAS: type I FAS (FAS I) and type II FAS (FAS II).
FAS I enzymes are large and multifunctional in a way that allows a single enzyme to catalyze all
sequential reactions of a fatty acid biosynthesis cycle (Smith, 1994). Conversely, in FAS II each sequential
reaction is catalyzed by a discrete enzyme (Magnuson, Jackowski, Rock, & Cronan, 1993). The larger type
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I FAS are typically found in eukaryotes such as animals and fungi, while type II FAS are primarily found in
prokaryotes as well as the plastids of plants and algae (Lu et al., 2007). An exception to this is mycolicacid producing Gram-positive bacteria which contain a type I FAS (which starts the elongation) as well as
a type II FAS (which is used for elongation of FAs of medium chain length) (Janssen & Steinbuchel, 2014).
The large differences between FAS type I and II enzymes can be exploited for FAS type II targeting
antimicrobial pharmaceuticals where targeting of FAS type II enzymes has little effect on FAS type I
enzymes (Campbell & Cronan, 2001a; J. Wang et al., 2006). Because this dissertation primarily focuses
on bacterial cell membranes and transport, we will restrict the review to cover only type II FAS.
The FAS cycle uses large amounts of energy and materials in the synthesis of phospholipid to
meet the demand of the cell. For instance, palmitoyl-CoA (16:0-CoA) requires 8 acetyl-CoA molecules, 14
NADPH reducing equivalents, resulting in the hydrolysis of 7 ATP molecules (Rock & Jackowski, 2002;
Yao & Rock, 2017). However, the incorporation of exogenous FAs, especially FAs close to the ideal end
product, can save energy and building materials (Yao & Rock, 2017). Because of this energy savings, all
bacteria catalogued-to-date have been found to have some mechanism for the uptake and
incorporation of exogenous fatty acids (Yao & Rock, 2013, 2017). There are three mechanisms that
incorporate exogenous fatty acids, the first being acyl-CoA synthetase also known as FadD, which was
briefly mentioned earlier in the fatty acid degradation cycle. The second, Acyl-ACP synthetase is very
similar to FadD, except instead of acting on CoA as FadD does, it performs the similar action binding
fatty acids to the 4′-phosphopantetheine arm of holo-ACP hydrolyzing ATP to AMP in the manner similar
to FadD (Jiang, Chan, & Cronan, 2006). The acyl-CoA synthetase and acyl-ACP synthetase are found in
Gram-negative bacteria that encode either PlsB or PlsX/PlsY systems (Yao, Bruhn, Frank, Lee, & Rock,
2016; Yao, Dodson, Frank, & Rock, 2015; Yao & Rock, 2017). The third system is the fatty acid kinase
system found on Gram-positive bacteria that exclusively encode the PlsX/PlsY acyltransferase system, it
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generates an acyl-phosphate molecule which can enter into phospholipid synthesis by the PlsX/PlsY
acyltransferase pathway; producing the phospholipids found in the cell membrane (Yao & Rock, 2017).
For example, exogenous FA usage in E. coli, starts with the FA converting to fatty-acyl-CoA by
acyl-CoA synthetase (FadD) (Black, DiRusso, Metzger, & Heimert, 1992). Because E. coli cannot
incorporate fatty-acyl-CoA molecules into its FAS II cycle (Cronan & Subrahmanyam, 1998), an
appropriate acyl chain length can be attained from the FAD cycle or as from a nascent exogenous FA
that is then processed by the PlsB, which acylates a glycerol-3-phosphate (G3P) with acyl-ACP or acylCoA in this case, to make 1-acyl-glycerol-3-phosphate (LPA) (Yao & Rock, 2013). Then, PlsC combines the
PlsB product, 1-acyl-glycerol-3-phosphate, with an acyl-ACP to make phosphatidic acid, the precursor for
all bacterial LPS headgroup structures (Yao & Rock, 2013).
De novo FAS II in bacteria starts with a fatty acyl-CoA and converting into malonyl-CoA via the
AccABCD (acetyl-CoA carboxylase) enzyme. The malonyl-CoA interacts with FabD (malonyl-CoA:ACP
transacylase) to replace the CoA with ACP, producing malonyl-ACP. FabH (β-ketoacyl-ACP synthase III)
condenses the malonyl-ACP with either an acetyl-CoA or a 2-methylbutyryl-CoA to form β-ketoacyl-ACP.
From here, depending on the R- group determined from the precursor of the FabH reaction, the βketoacyl-ACP can either initiate into a straight- or branched-chain (antesio) fatty acid synthesis (Yao &
Rock, 2017). The β-ketoacyl-ACP is reduced by FabG (β-ketoacyl-ACP reductase) producing βhydroxyacyl-ACP. It is interesting to note, that while not shown in the figure, β-hydroxyacyl-ACP of the
appropriate length can be used for LPS synthesis in Gram-negative bacteria (Yao & Rock, 2017). The FAS
II cycle continues where β-hydroxyacyl-ACP is dehydrated by FabZ (β-hydroxyacyl-ACP dehydratase)
producing trans-2-enoyl-ACP. There are many enoyl-ACP reductase enzymes (FabI, FabK, FabL, and
FabV) which convert trans-2-enoyl-ACP into acyl-ACP (Yao & Rock, 2017). Some bacteria such as L.
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Figure 1.2 Pls/C production of phosphatidic acid in E. coli in relation to the FAS II cycle (Yao & Rock,
2013)

Figure 1.3 FAS II cycle and relevant enzymes (Yao & Rock, 2017)
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monocytogenes code for two isoforms, but FabI primarily is responsible for conversion (Yao, Ericson,
Frank, & Rock, 2016). The cycle can continue lengthening the acyl-ACP by two carbons through
condensation with malonyl-ACP by FabF (β-ketoacyl-ACP synthase II) to make the starting product for
the cycle (β-ketoacyl-ACP) or a acyl-ACP of appropriate length can be used for phospholipid synthesis to
produce phospholipids found in the membrane (Yao & Rock, 2017).
1.2.5 Bacterial Membrane
Bacterial membranes fall into two types: Gram-negative and Gram-positive. The difference
arises from a crystal violet dye staining process developed by Hans Christian Gram, where Gramnegative outer membranes do not absorb the crystal violet dye well. The differences in outer
membranes between bacteria, where Gram-positive have an outermost peptidoglycan layer, Gramnegative have a second phospholipid/lipopolysaccharide (LPS) bilayer that generally makes Gramnegative bacteria more adaptable to animal intestines (Funahara & Nikaido, 1980). The three or four
main sections of the Gram-negative cell membrane: the inner membrane, peptidoglycan layer or cell
wall, the outer membrane, and possibly the periplasm.
The inner membrane (IM) separates the cytoplasm from the periplasm. In eukaryotic cells,
organelles such as are found throughout the cell that use similar to the IM phospholipid bilayer, and
these membranes can assist in the function of the organelle; for example, the mitochondrial oxidative
phosphorylation proton gradient is across the mitochondrial (organelle) membrane. Bacteria do not
have organelles, and the processes performed by organelles such as lipid synthesis and oxidative
phosphorylation occur in the bacterial membrane (Brodie & Gutnick, 1967; Silhavy, Kahne, & Walker,
2010). Many of the proteins involved in energy production, lipid biosynthesis, protein secretion, and
transport are conserved between eukaryotes and bacteria, however, these proteins in bacteria are
located in the IM (Silhavy et al., 2010).
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The periplasm is the space between the IM and OM and is where the peptidoglycan layer is
located. Both Gram-negative and Gram-positive contain periplasm, however, the amounts of periplasm
in Gram-positive bacteria are considerably smaller than the amounts found in Gram-negative. The
periplasmic space is packed with proteins and is more viscous than the cytoplasm (Mullineaux,
Nenninger, Ray, & Robinson, 2006). The periplasmic space also collects potentially harmful degradative
enzymes such as alkaline phosphatase (MacAlister, Costerton, Thompson, Thompson, & Ingram, 1972).
The ability to contain hydrolases that are homologous with those of lysosomes in eukaryotes suggest
that the periplasmic space in bacteria was the precursor of lysosomes (De Duve & Wattiaux, 1966).
While all proteins are synthesized in the cytoplasm, the periplasmic space along with the IM is the
location for the synthesis of membrane components such as phospholipids as well as the location the
transport molecules used to chaperone proteins and chemicals across the membrane layers (Silhavy et
al., 2010).
Gram-negative bacteria have a peptidoglycan layer (or cell wall) that, similarly to Gram-positive
bacteria, behaves like an exoskeleton bearing osmotic stress forces and determining cell shape (Holtje,
1998; Vollmer, Blanot, & de Pedro, 2008). Peptidoglycan is repeating β(1,4)-linked N-acetylglucosamine
and N-acetylmuramic acid disaccharides and short peptide stems, which are covalently attached to the
N-acetylmuramic acid sugars (Mueller & Levin, 2020). Many models have been proposed about the
structure of peptidoglycan, but the measured thickness and mesh spacing of Gram-negative suggests
that it is mostly disordered and only a peptidoglycan layer thick (Gan, Chen, & Jensen, 2008). Studies on
the peptidoglycan layer show that it is linked to the outer membrane by small lipoprotein called Braun's
lipoprotein or Lpp. The peptidoglycan layer can adapt to environmental stresses through functions like
enzyme redundancy which helps with synthesis and repair in various environmental conditions, and
although the overall composition appears to be modulated to remain constant, the structure of the
peptidoglycan layer in environmental conditions was not directly addressed (Mueller & Levin, 2020).
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Figure 1.4 Diagram of a typical Gram-negative cell membrane (Raetz & Whitfield, 2002)

The outer membrane (OM) like the IM is a lipid bilayer, but unlike the IM, the inner leaflet
bilayer is composed of phospholipids and the outer leaflet bilayer is composed of lipopolysaccharide
(LPS) (Kamio & Nikaido, 1976). LPS is composed of three parts: lipid A, core, and the O antigen (Raetz &
Whitfield, 2002). So far, LPS been found only in bacteria, with a small exception that genes for LPS have
been found in eukaryotic plants (Raetz & Whitfield, 2002). Probiotic bacteria are essentially always
Gram-positive with a few exceptions (Behnsen, Deriu, Sassone-Corsi, & Raffatellu, 2013; Marco, Pavan,
& Kleerebezem, 2006). Not only are Gram-negative nonbeneficial to animals, but oftentimes cause
harmful diseases and evidence of the presence of Gram-negative LPS is associated with infection. This
may be due to the LPS itself being an endotoxin that is known to be a major factor in severe Gramnegative infections and general inflammation (Heumann & Roger, 2002). Due to the generally conserved
LPS structure, little as picomolar level concentrations of LPS are detected by animal immune system
macrophages and endothelial cells (Aderem & Ulevitch, 2000; Medzhitov & Janeway, 2000). LPS is not
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the only constituent of the OM; outer membrane proteins (OMPs) constitute a large portion of the OM.
Oftentimes, it is cited that there is about a 50/50% protein lipid membrane composition by mass (Finne
& Matches, 1976; Koebnik, Locher, & Van Gelder, 2000). However, studies of E. coli and Roseobacter
denitrificans atomic force microscopy of purified OM revealed that the protein may be higher, with a
ratio of 0.17/0.61/1.0 phospholipid/sugars/protein by weight for R. denitrificans and a ratio of
0.14/0.35/1 for E. coli; the differences projected to be due to R. denitrificans to have more O antigen
and core region sugars than E. coli (Jaroslawski, Duquesne, Sturgis, & Scheuring, 2009). Additionally,
reconstituted OM visually revealed around 75% of the surface area to be trimeric porin OMPs,
predominately OmpC and OmpF (Jaroslawski et al., 2009). OmpC and OmpF are reported to be nonspecific transport porins that are known to transfer various antibiotics across the membrane (Choi &
Lee, 2019). For example, β-lactams and fluoroquinolones were both found to penetrate the OM through
the non-specific porin OmpF (Mach et al., 2008).
The fluid mosaic model proposed in 1972 has been the basis of the modern models. This model
proposes a 2-D mixture of membrane proteins and lipids with freedom of movement rotationally and
laterally that settle into a random and generally homogenous mixture (Singer & Nicolson, 1972).
However, experimental observations over the years revealed that most membrane proteins and
phospholipids do not have as much freedom as proposed by Singer & Nicholson; that membrane
mechanisms tend to place proteins and phospholipids in ways that are more heterogenous than
homogenous revealing ordered lipid domains (Christensen, Garton, Horobin, Minnikin, & Barer, 1999;
Jacobson, Sheets, & Simson, 1995; Sheets, 1995). For example, cardiolipin (CL) was found in higher
concentrations through fluoromicroscopy investigations at the site of cell division, the Z ring (septa), of
E. coli cells (Mileykovskaya & Dowhan, 2000). Similarly, PE is formed in specialized domains in the septa
similar to CL for Bacillus subtilis, but not E. coli (Nishibori, Kusaka, Hara, Umeda, & Matsumoto, 2005).
Additionally in this PE study, it was found the cytoskeletal proteins responsible for septa formation
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(FtsZ) were shown to lead the formation of the PE based lipid domains (Nishibori et al., 2005). Similar
fluoromicrosopic experiments were performed for lipid domains of PG in Bacillus subtilis; where spirals
(and other formations such as helices) of PG-binding dyes were seen on the cell surface (Barak,
Muchova, Wilkinson, O'Toole, & Pavlendova, 2008). Again, this was attributed to cytoskeletal proteins
MinD, which also form spirals corresponding to the PG domains (Barak et al., 2008).
These cytoskeletal proteins form in the cytoplasm and tether to the membrane, a feature once
thought to be exclusive to eukaryotic cells (Bi & Lutkenhaus, 1991; Pichoff & Lutkenhaus, 2005). MreB is
a cytoskeletal component of prokaryotic cells, the eukaryotic equivalent homolog being actin. While
acitin forms long chained network across the cells to provide structure, MreB does not directly impose
cellular geometry but instead influences cell wall synthesizing enzymes on the periplasmic side of the
membrane (Eun, Kapoor, Hussain, & Garner, 2015). Barak et al.’s studies on Bacillus subtilis, found that
in peptidoglycan devoid/protoplasted cells as well as MurG depleted cells the lipid domains did not
form; with MurG being responsible for peptidoglycan synthesis this implies that there is some
relationship between lipid synthesis and the lipid domain formation (Muchova, Wilkinson, & Barak,
2011). This was further investigated with studies of E. coli MreB filaments which were determined to be
responsible for transmembrane protein localization and diffusion (Oswald, Varadarajan, Lill, Peterman,
& Bollen, 2016). Just like actin does in eukaryotes, MreB has been shown to create lipid domains and
lipid rafts in B. subtilis, and in B. subtilis, these domains have been found to have regions of increased
fluidity (RIF) that are created in part by MreB (Chichili & Rodgers, 2009; Strahl, Burmann, & Hamoen,
2014). This increase of fluidity is believed to be caused by fatty acid length and antesio composition.
These more fluid membrane components are concentrated from other parts of the cell resulting in RIFs,
but an overall lower membrane fluidity across the cell (Strahl et al., 2014).
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1.2.6 Membrane Fluidity
Bacterial cells are exposed to various environmental conditions and their general immobility in
relation to the environment requires them to adapt to the environment’s physical and chemical factors
(Mykytczuk, Trevors, Leduc, & Ferroni, 2007). The bacterial membrane adapts to unfavorable
compounds and conditions by adjusting the membrane permeability or fluidity accordingly to reach an
optimal membrane viscosity (Murinova & Dercova, 2014; Sinensky, 1974). The fluidity of membranes is
somewhat of an imprecise concept, where generally it indicates the relative motion of the constituents
of the membrane (Quinn, 1981), the fluidity has also been said to be associated with the degree of
geometrical packing of the phospholipid membrane (Yoon, Lee, Lee, Kim, & Choi, 2015). The fluidity is
determined by measuring a diffusion coefficient of membrane lipids, which is inversely proportional to
membrane viscosity (Ballweg et al., 2020). Typically, the fatty acid composition of the acyl chains of
phospholipid head groups affects packing, where long-chain fatty acids are densely packed decreasing
fluidity while shorter chained unsaturated fatty acids result in a more fluid membrane (Moorman et al.,
2008). Fluidity is usually a result of various environmental factors such as temperature, pH, osmotic
stress, high pressure, nutrient availability, toxic compounds, and ion type/concentrations, as well as
factors such as bacterial growth phase (Denich, Beaudette, Lee, & Trevors, 2003; Mykytczuk et al., 2007;
Yoon et al., 2015).
Temperature has been found to generally have a fluidizing effect on the membrane (Denich et
al., 2003). Higher temperatures increase movement of membrane constituents and cause the acyl chains
to melt increasing the fluidity, while lower temperatures cause the acyl chains to become more gel-like
or even crystalline and in turn lowering membrane fluidity (Denich et al., 2003). The fatty acid
composition affects the point at which this gel/melting phase transition point occurs, and while higher
temperatures increase fluidity, psychrotrophic and psychrophilic bacteria have higher amounts of
unsaturated long chain fatty acids (Denich et al., 2003; Siliakus, van der Oost, & Kengen, 2017). The
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reasoning for this is that the longer unsaturated fatty acids allow the membrane phase point to be in the
native temperature ranges of these bacteria giving more thermal stability overall (Denich et al., 2003;
Freedman, 1981).
Similarly, at high pressures bacterial membrane lipids pack together more tightly and,
consequently, the membrane loses fluidity, permeability, and enters the gel phase similar to cold
temperature conditions (Casadei, Manas, Niven, Needs, & Mackey, 2002; Siliakus et al., 2017). This is
because pressure raises the melting point of lipids. The melting points of saturated fatty acids are higher
than those of unsaturated fatty acids; for example, the saturated fatty palmitic acid (16:0) has a melting
point of 62.9 °C, while palmitoleic acid (16:1) has a melting point of −0.1 °C. A membrane with
unsaturated fatty acids gives the membrane a transition melting point around the current temperaturepressure range. However, there are various differences among psychrophile and piezophile membranes.
For instance, deep-sea piezophiles have been found to produce PUFAs, while other bacteria like
psychrophiles tend to produce only monounsaturated fatty acids (Bartlett, 1992). Interestingly, all
bacteria tend to adapt a more fluid membrane in higher pressured environments (Siliakus et al., 2017).
Bacteria try to retain a cytoplasmic pH of around 7 regardless of environmental conditions
(Siliakus et al., 2017). Bacterial pH adaptations require the membrane to regulate proton movement in
and out for the proton motive force (PMF) which is part of the ATP synthesis cycle (Siliakus et al., 2017).
The membrane adaptation in response to an acidic environment is an increase in respiratory chain
activity or other proton-pumping systems. Additionally, a reverse in membrane potential can relieve
stress on the proton gradient, however the most effective method is for the reduction of proton
permeability of the membrane (Siliakus et al., 2017). In E. coli, adaptations in the membrane with
regards to an acidic pH involve an increase in short chain fatty acids, an increase in saturation, and a
decrease in cyclopropane-fatty acids resulting in a lowered fluidity (Siliakus et al., 2017; Yuk & Marshall,
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2004). In alkaline environments, bacterial membranes tend to have similar membrane permeability
decreases as when in acidic environments (Siliakus et al., 2017).
Ions have an effect on the fluidity of membranes. For example negatively charged LPS molecules
are neutralized and crosslinked by divalent cations such as Mg2+ (Smit, Kamio, & Nikaido, 1976). This
crosslinking has been shown to decrease permeability of damaging compounds such as pharmaceuticals
(Adams, Lamoureux, Swingle, Mukundan, & Montano, 2014). Molecular dynamic studies have also
shown that in a LPS free membrane of phosphatidylethanolamine (PE) a decrease fluidity may be due to
a decrease in lipid-water-lipid interactions, leading to an increase in lipid-lipid interactions, and a more
compact membrane as a result (Kagawa, Hirano, Taiji, Yasuoka, & Yasui, 2013).
The fluidity of the bacterial membrane has been found to react to various exogenous chemicals
such as ions, and each chemical can affect the membrane differently depending on its interaction. For
instance, lipophilic compounds have been found to accumulate in the lipid bilayer and disrupt the
organization and phospholipid headgroup packing (Denich et al., 2003). While informative of the nature
of membranes, the vast quantity of chemicals and their effects makes the subject too broad to be
included in this review.
1.2.7 Fatty Acids in the Membrane
In bacteria FAs are often found as components of phospholipids. The major phospholipids in
bacteria such as E. coli are zwitterionic phosphatidylethanolamine (PE), anionic lipid
phosphatidylglycerol (PG), and anionic lipid cardiolipin (CL) (Sohlenkamp & Geiger, 2016). For E. coli the
phospholipid concentrations tend to be around 75% PE, 20% PG, and 5% CL (Raetz & Dowhan, 1990);
however, in general, all bacteria have at least 15% of an anionic lipid (either PG or CL) (R. M. Epand &
Epand, 2009). Each PE and PG have two fatty acyl tails that have a large effect on the membrane’s
packing density and in turn the permeability. To meet the needs of the cell, phospholipids are constantly
being synthesized, modified, and degraded (Rojo, 2019). Headgroups can be modified after synthesis,
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for instance, PmtA catalyzes the successive three-step N-methylation of phosphatidylethanolamine (PE)
to phosphatidylcholine (PC) (Danne et al., 2017). While factors like phospholipid head group affect
membrane fluidity, phospholipid tail acyl chain length and saturation is the largest contributor to
membrane fluidity (N. Russell, 1984).
Phospholipid acyl chains have various modifications that can alter fluidity. As previously
mentioned, a fully saturated fatty acid decreases membrane fluidity by increasing phospholipid packing,
while an unsaturated fatty acid (specifically cis- conformation) increases fluidity by decreasing packing
(Roach et al., 2004; Y. M. Zhang & Rock, 2008). Typically, trans- conformation unsaturated fatty acids
pack very similarly to their saturated counterparts, so their fluidity is comparable; however, transunsaturated FA’s lower melting point gives them differing thermal tolerances (Roach et al., 2004; Y. M.
Zhang & Rock, 2008). Other fatty acid conformations such as anteiso-, iso-, and cyclo- reduce packing
and increase membrane fluidity (Edgcomb, Sirimanne, Wilkinson, Drouin, & Morse, 2000; Poger & Mark,
2015; Y. M. Zhang & Rock, 2008).
Microbial fatty acids are typically 12–24 carbons long with the most common membrane fatty
acids being 14-20 carbons long, although fluidization of the membrane can also be achieved by the
incorporation of short-chain fatty acids (SCFAs) (<12 carbons) (Denich et al., 2003; N. J. Russell &
Fukunaga, 1990; Siliakus et al., 2017). Typically, acyl chain length and saturation are controlled in
bacteria through the products of the FAD and FAS cycles - specifically the FabA step, but utilization of
these cycles can only be implemented in growing cells and are not employed as an abrupt stress
adaptation (Denich et al., 2003; Y. M. Zhang & Rock, 2008). The membrane based enzymes that react
quickly to environmental changes modify the existing saturation of acyl tails, form cyclopropane acyl
tails, transform cis- unsaturation to trans- (cis–trans isomerization), and to modify the surface charge (Y.
M. Zhang & Rock, 2008).
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Phospholipid acyl desaturases replace a saturated bond with a cis- conformation double bond
into mature phospholipid acyl groups. This function in B. subtilis is mediated by the des gene which
encodes the DesA enzyme which desaturates the 5-position of the acyl chain (Aguilar, Cronan, & de
Mendoza, 1998; Y. M. Zhang & Rock, 2008). DesB enzymes have also been discovered in Pseudomonas
species, which have been found to desaturate the 9-position of the acyl chain (Zhu, Choi, Schweizer,
Rock, & Zhang, 2006). The Des enzymes provide a mechanism to reduce the energy intensive
synthetization of specific fatty acid tail groups and still maintain membrane homeostasis.
Bacterial membranes have an overall high density of negative charge, and as a result innate
immune functions employ various cationic peptides to disrupt membrane function. Membrane
modifications modify PG headgroups to lysyl-PG, which decreases the negative charge of the membrane
bilayer(Oku, Kurokawa, Ichihashi, & Sekimizu, 2004). This modification prevents the intercalation of
immune system defensins into the bilayer and also increases resistance to pharmaceutically applied
cationic antimicrobial agents such as vancomycin and daptomycin (Slavetinsky, Peschel, & Ernst, 2012; Y.
M. Zhang & Rock, 2008).
1.2.8 Transport Proteins: Porins
Long-chain fatty acids (LCFA) have been found to passively diffuse across phospholipid bilayers
(such as the IM) with diffusion coefficients much higher than glucose, amino acids, and ions indicating
that LCFAs do not need additional mechanisms (Hamilton, 2007; Simard, Pillai, & Hamilton, 2008). This
does not mean there are no fatty acid transport proteins in eukaryotic cells which only have a
phospholipid bilayer. Indeed, it was found that fatty acids do passively diffuse across the mammalian
cell membrane, but additional transport is facilitated by protein complexes (Abumrad, Harmon, &
Ibrahimi, 1998; Q. Wu et al., 2006). While phospholipid bilayers can facilitate the passive diffusion of
fatty acids, Gram-negative bacteria have an OM composed of amphiphilic LPS. This LPS creates a
permeability barrier that prevents the passage of both hydrophobic and hydrophilic compounds such as
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LCFAs or hydrophobic pharmaceuticals (Nikaido, 2003; van den Berg, 2010b). To bypass this barrier
transmembrane transport proteins known as porins are found throughout the OM, to allow the
transport of molecules across the cell membrane. Nearly all of these transmembrane proteins assume a
β-barrel fold, and are commonly referred to as outer membrane proteins (OMPs) or porins (Silhavy et
al., 2010). As porins allow transport of compounds across the cell membrane, porin sizes tend to limit
the size of transported compounds to at most 600 Da, making many pharmaceuticals such as
vancomycin (1449 Da) and daptomycin (1621 Da) ineffective (Carpenter & Chambers, 2004; Choi & Lee,
2019; Levine, 2006; Novikova & Solovyeva, 2009). It is important to note that substances > 600 Da can
be uptaken by bacteria through other uptake mechanisms, but we will continue to focus on porins for
the purposes of this report.
Porins can be specific or nonspecific, though even nonspecific porins do show a small amount of
selectivity to certain compounds. Nonspecific porins passively transport of various compatible
substances through the pore without the need for specific binding sites (Novikova & Solovyeva, 2009).
The majority of porins are classified as nonspecific porins, with examples including OmpA, OmpF, OmpC,
and PhoE (Nikaido, 1992; Sugawara & Nikaido, 1992; Welte, Nestel, Wacker, & Diederichs, 1995).
Opposed to nonspecific porins, specific porins are expressed in certain environmental growth conditions
and are generally found with a low number of copies (Welte et al., 1995). The key to specificity of uptake
for specific porins is they usually have binding sites which are moderately specific for their target class of
compounds (Welte et al., 1995). These selective mechanisms have been known to create MichaelisMenten saturation kinetics where diffusion rates are limited with high saturations of the transported
ligand, but diffusion becomes accelerated at low ligand concentrations (Nikaido, 1992).
Porins have been found to affect antibiotic resistance, with nonspecific porins playing a distinct
role in antibiotic resistance (Choi & Lee, 2019). While most specific porins were not associated with
antibiotic resistance, several specific porins were found to have an effect on antibiotic transport; for
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instance, the FadL, PgaA, UidC, or LamB mutant strains were shown to have a slight increase in
resistance to rifampicin, streptomycin, d-cycloserine, and vancomycin, respectively (Choi & Lee, 2019).
Additionally, porins can be vectors for bacterial viruses, for example FadL were found to act as a
receptor for the bacteriophage T2 (Black, 1988).

1.3 SUMMARY
Fatty acids are used for various cellular functions for all forms of life, but fatty acids are
generally components of the phospholipid leaflets of cell membranes. Polyunsaturated fatty acids are
less common, but are also important for specific cellular functions.
Fatty acids play an important role in bacterial prevalence. As FAs are an energy source, they can
provide the base energy for metabolic processes throughout the cell. Fatty acids play a specific role in
the remodeling of the membrane in response to environmental stimuli. These responses are part of
adaptations to keep the membrane in ideal zone of permeability and flexibility and PUFAs are especially
important for membrane fluidity in extreme conditions.
However, FA regulation is important due to the energy investment to initiate the fatty acid
degradation cycle. It is additionally important to regulate their uptake due to the inherent lipotoxicity of
FAs to cells when exposed to too many FAs.
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CHAPTER II
SIMULATED DOCKING REVEALS PUTATIVE CHANNELS
FOR THE TRANSPORT OF LONG CHAIN FATTY
ACIDS IN VIBRIO CHOLERAE

2.1 INTRODUCTION
This experiment was proposed to investigate for the first time the binding of fatty acids to V.
cholerae FadL homologs using molecular dynamics and compare them to that of the known structure of
the E. coli homolog. This experiment was performed in multiple stages, the first was a bioinformatic
search of FadL homologs for V. cholerae, the next was folding the FadL homolog sequences into
atomistic tertiary structures. After folding the resulting protein structures were place in a realistic
membrane system, and then the membrane systems were equilibrated. After equilibration a number of
structural snapshots were docked with a range of fatty acids for each homolog, giving a basis to perform
analyses.
The analyses performed were comparing the binding energies of fatty acids and the locations of
common binding sites within the FadL beta barrel; this resulted in an outline the transport channels of
each homolog. The found transport channels are apparent, but more investigation to solidify their
conformational mechanisms; these results are an interesting first look into these structures and
function.
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2.2 BACKGROUND

While outer membrane proteins (OMPs) are typically nonselective, LCFAs in E. coli are
transported across the OM solely by the (selective OMP) long-chain fatty acid transport protein FadL
(Black, Said, Ghosn, Beach, & Nunn, 1987; Nunn, 1986; Nunn & Simons, 1978). This transport has also
been linked to uptake of quorum sensing long-chain N-acyl homoserine lactones (AHLs) in Sinorhizobium
meliloti, and ectopically expressed FadL homologs from Rhizobium and Mesorhizobium genera
expressed similar quorum sensing (Krol & Becker, 2014). FadL has also been linked to uptake of
monoaromatic hydrocarbons such as toluene and p-cymene (Somboon et al., 2020) and shorter carbon
chain alkane uptake (i.e. hexane and octane) (Call, Akhtar, Baganz, & Grant, 2016).
FadL is particularly interesting due to its relationship with the lipids that make up the cell
membrane. As mentioned previously, the FAS cycle can take exogenous fatty acids and incorporate
them into the phospholipid tail groups and these modified acyl groups affect membrane permeability
(Roach et al., 2004; Y. M. Zhang & Rock, 2008). Indeed, it has been shown in E. coli that FadL deletion
mutants are more susceptible to membrane damage from toxic compounds, and as a resistance
response FadL expression is adapted in response to exogenous phenylpropanoids (Tan, Black, Yoon,
Shanks, & Jarboe, 2017; Zhou et al., 2015).
FadL’s structure was found from X-ray crystallography studies by van den Berg, where FadL
isolated from E. coli cells, was found to be a 14-stranded beta barrel with several sites that were
believed to be involved with the selective transport of FAs across the protein (van den Berg, Black,
Clemons, & Rapoport, 2004). These notable loci were deemed the hydrophobic pocket (low-affinity
binding site) which was located at the base of the L3 and L4 extracellular loops outlined by the binding
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of C8E4; the high-affinity binding site found within the FadL beta barrel outlined by the binding of LDAO;
and the S3 kink also outlined by the binding of LDAO (Figure 2.1) (van den Berg et al., 2004).

Figure 2.1 Overview of FadL structure. (A) new cartoon representation of FadL showing the secondary
structure components. Alpha helices are in red, beta sheet strands are green, loops and coils
are silver, and 310 helices are cyan. The position of the membrane (M) boundary is shown
with the horizontal lines showing the extracellular region (E) and periplasmic region (P).
Strands 1 to 6 and 11 to 14 are labeled for reference. Extracellular loops L3 and L4 are
labeled for reference. (B) Cut away view of FadL showing the N terminal hatch domain
(residues 1 to 43) in purple and the S3 kink (residues 100 to 104) in orange. (C) Side view of
FadL with the bound detergents LDAO (yellow) and C8E4 (green). The hydrophobic groove (G)
is bound with C8E4 between the L3 and L4, and two LDAO molecules are found in the S3 kink
(K) and high-affinity binding pocket (P). Nitrogen atoms are shown in blue, and oxygen atoms
in red. This figure is adopted from Fig. 1 from van den Berg (van den Berg et al., 2004) with
updates accounting for new information on the hatch domain and S3 kink using the crystal
structure from PDB: 1T16

The low-affinity binding site is a hydrophobic pocket located between the L3 and L4
extracellular loops (Figure 2.2) (van den Berg et al., 2004). It is solvent exposed, so it is believed to be
the initial uptake region for fatty acids. This groove appears to have various hydrophobic residues
outlining the locus of the bound C8E4 molecules giving ideal conditions for the binding of the
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hydrophobic tail groups of fatty acids. The low-affinity binding site is located above a channel-like region
(near SER116 and ARG157 (R157)) that leads to the high affinity binding site (van den Berg et al., 2004).
Within the beta barrel is the high-affinity binding site (van den Berg et al., 2004). The highaffinity binding pocket is location-wise very close to the low-affinity binding pocket making the highaffinity binding site solvent accessible as well. The high-affinity binding pocket is the result of more than
15 hydrophobic amino acid residues and three charged residues. Between Escherichia coli, Salmonella
typhimurium, Yersinia pestis, Haemophilis influenzae, Neisseria meningitidis, and the toluene transporter
XylN from Pseudomonas putida, the high-affinity binding site’s residues are highly conserved (van den
Berg et al., 2004). Among the hydrophobic amino acids is the PHE3 residue of the N-terminal hatch,

Figure 2.2 Hydrophobic binding pockets in FadL. (A) Surface representation of the low-affinity fatty acid
binding groove (G) present at the interface of loops L3 and L4. The two C8E4 molecules
bound to one FadL molecule in the AU of the monoclinic crystals are indicated in green.
Hydrophobic residues are shown in gray; polar residues (S, T, C, N, Q, R, K, H, D, and E) are
shown in red. Residues R157 and K317, marking the entrance to the high-affinity binding site
(P), are shown in blue. (B) Stereoview of the high-affinity binding site in the monoclinic
crystals, with 2Fo–Fc density for the LDAO molecule (yellow) shown in green, contoured at
2σ. Side chains of charged (cyan) and hydrophobic (gray) residues that line the binding
pocket and that are within 4 Å of the LDAO molecule are highlighted. Oxygen atoms are
shown in red, nitrogen atoms in blue. Figure from van den Berg (van den Berg et al., 2004)
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linking these two structural points of interest together. The charged residues as well as the N-terminal
hatch are located in the area of the bound LDAO headgroup and are expected to play a part in the
conformational shift that is part of the selection mechanisms for FAs (Hearn, Patel, Lepore, Indic, & van
den Berg, 2009; van den Berg et al., 2004).
In 2004, van den Berg originally proposed that the FA was transported through the beta barrel
to the periplasm, however it was later found through experimentation that the S3 kink is the egress
point of the transported FA; the transported FA then passively diffusing through the outer membrane
bilayer to the periplasm (Hearn et al., 2009; Lepore et al., 2011; van den Berg, 2010a). This S3 kink has
been found in various other FadL homolog crystal structures (PDBIDs: 3DWO, 3BS0, and 3BRY) and is
expected to perform the same egress point function as outlined in Hearn’s 2009 paper (Hearn et al.,
2009; Hearn, Patel, & van den Berg, 2008).
The extracellular loops of FadL may have a part to play in selectivity of substrates (Krol & Becker,
2014). For example, Krol & Becker found that replacing residues from the extracellular loop L5 had an
effect on growth and response to signaling AHL and could transfer sensitivity for AHLs to insensitive
homologs (Krol & Becker, 2014). Interestingly, the extracellular loops of FadL homologs in comparison to
the beta barrel and high-affinity binding have a great deal of variability.
Genetically similar FadL homologs are found in various Gram-negative bacteria genera such as
Shigella, Salmonella, Vibrio, Morganella, Aeromonas, Pseudomonas, Klebsiella, Providencia, and
Citrobacter to name a few (Altschul, Gish, Miller, Myers, & Lipman, 1990; Pride, Herrera, Guan, Giles, &
Trent, 2013). Tested homologs have been found to also be involved in fatty acid uptake, but in some
cases, differences occur in function. For instance, ectopically expressed FadL from Rhizobium etli,
Mesorhizobium loti, and Agrobacterium tumefaciens in Sinorhizobium meliloti allowed for significant
growth on oleic acid, whereas FadL from Mesorhizobium loti and Agrobacterium tumefaciens also
supported a small amount of growth on palmitic acid (Krol & Becker, 2014). However, FadL from
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Sinorhizobium medicae and Sinorhizobium fredii did not exhibit growth on either FA growth media (Krol
& Becker, 2014).
Until recently it was believed that enteric bacteria, such as E. coli, were only able to acquire up
to 18 carbon length FAs (Giles, Hankins, Guan, & Trent, 2011). However, over the past decade several
Gram-negative pathogenic bacteria have been shown to assimilate exogenous polyunsaturated fatty
acids (PUFAs) of up to 22 carbon atoms long (Baker et al., 2018; Eder et al., 2017; Giles et al., 2011;
Herndon et al., 2020; Hobby et al., 2019). The uptake of PUFAs allows the incorporation of these long
chain FA into the cell envelope, and this incorporation has been shown to affect the membrane
permeability, motility, biofilm formation, and antimicrobial resistance of the bacteria (Baker et al., 2018;
Herndon et al., 2020; Moravec et al., 2017).
Vibrio cholerae is an enteric microorganism responsible for the acute intestinal infection known
as cholera. Cholera is a widely known threat and has had epidemics and pandemics ranging from the
1800s to the present day. A reported 1.2 million cases have been reported from Yemen from 2017-2018
(Federspiel & Ali, 2018; Hearn et al., 2009) with another 1.1 million cases reported from 2018-2019
(WHO). Furthermore, the World Health Organization (WHO) estimates that in endemic countries there
are 1.3 to 4.0 million cases of cholera annually, and 21,000–143,000 deaths between 2008 and 2012 (Ali,
Nelson, Lopez, & Sack, 2015). There are many virulence factors that cause V. cholerae pathogenesis that
can be initiated through environmental cues. Biofilm formation is such an example virulence factor for
the pathogenesis of V. cholerae that has been shown to be affected by LCFAs (Moravec et al., 2017).
Additionally, it has been shown that by removing the ability to process LCFAs via the FadR protein in V.
cholerae prevents expression of its virulence genes (Kovacikova, Lin, Taylor, & Skorupski, 2017).
V. cholerae is a common subject of study, and unlike 90% of bacteria, it contains an additional
smaller chromosome (Z. Feng et al., 2021; Heidelberg et al., 2000). This additional chromosome is
believed to originate as a megaplasmid that was captured by ancestral Vibrio species, with many of the
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functional genes on chromosome I appearing on this smaller chromosome II (Heidelberg et al., 2000).
Using RefSeq to investigate, it was found that this includes the genes encoding FadL (O'Leary et al.,
2016). Interestingly, not only do both chromosomes I and II encode homologous copies of FadL, but
chromosome I has an additional copy of FadL, making for a total of three homologous copies of FadL
between the two chromosomes. Additionally, it was found that the expression of each homolog is
determined by environmental conditions, and each homolog is expressed concurrently to varying
degrees (Xu, Dziejman, & Mekalanos, 2003).
While homologs of FadL for V. cholerae have been predicted, investigations of the structure in
terms of the differences in fatty acid uptake between the homologs have not been addressed (Azim &
Azim, 2009). With increasing attention towards FAs and their effects in biology, the study of a species
that exhibits broader capacity for the uptake and use of FAs presents an opportunity for comparison and
elucidation of the uptake dynamics of the transmembrane protein FadL. In this study we intend to fold,
simulate in a realistic membrane bound system, and analyze the structure of several FadL homologs and
predict the transport channels from the resulting structures and compare them with the E. coli homolog.
The results of these analyses should elucidate mechanisms for fatty acid uptake which may play a role in
lipotoxicity resistance, antimicrobial resistance, signaling, and virulence.

2.3 METHODOLOGY
2.3.1 Selecting V. cholerae FadL Homologs
The most prevalent putative FadL homologs in Vibrio cholerae were identified via a
bioinformatic search using the NCBI’s Basic Local Alignment Search Tool (BLAST) (Fassler & Cooper,
2011). Briefly, the protein sequence of E. coli M1655 FadL (accession number: NP_416846) was used as
input for homolog searches against all available sequenced V. cholerae strains of the pathogenic O1 and
O139 serogroups. The search algorithm settings were set at 100 max target sequences, short queries, an
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expect threshold of 10, a BLOSUM64 scoring matrix, with gap costs determined by Existence: 11
Extension: 1, and a Conditional composition score matrix adjustment. No filters or masks were used to
analyze the results.
Each identified protein identified from the search was presented with metrics of the similarity
between the identified protein and E. coli’s FadL. These metrics are presented in Table 2.1.

Table 2.1 BLAST Metrics
Description

Metric
% Identity
Expect Value
(E-value)
Max and Total
Score
Query
Coverage %

The percent of two protein/nucleotide sequences matching the same
residues at the same positions in alignment.
Represents the number of different alignments that are better than or
equal to the protein/nucleotide sequence that are expected to appear in
the database by chance (in this case, the closer to zero the score, the
better aligned the sequence).
The score (max/total) of an alignment is calculated as the sum of the
substitution and gap scores – determined by the algorithm used.
The percent of the query sequence that overlaps the subject sequence.

The BLAST alignment found many proteins; however, many were repeated identical sequences.
Removing the repeated proteins lead to 19 unique proteins. The resulting BLAST algorithm metrics were
all similar for all identified proteins indicating that these were all indeed homologs of FadL.
Briefly, the % identity ranged from about 30-38%, a max/total score range of 225-293, and the
E-values were between 6.62E-96 and 1.62E-69. For example, the TbuX and TodX transport proteins, a
subfamily of FadL that also are 14 strand beta barrel transport proteins for hydrocarbons that show
homologous similarity to E. coli’s FadL, show a 53.9 and 36.2 max score, a 4e-12 and 1e-06 E-value, and
a 21.1% and 19.5% percent identity to E. coli’s FadL respectively (Hearn et al., 2008). The summarized
results of the BLAST alignment can be seen in Table 2.2.
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The BLAST reports were conglomerated and analyzed for the number of identical proteins which
shows the number of times the genes were found during genetic studies, as well as the unique strains
which describes the range of species the protein encoding genes are found in. Three of the nineteen
sequences were chosen accession numbers: WP_000856207, WP_001061938, and WP_000966057
(henceforth described as the gene coded proteins vc1042, vc1043, and vca0862 respectively). These
homologs were chosen based on virulent serotypes and prevalence Table 2.2.
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Table 2.2 Results from BLAST Alignment

Protein
Percent
Expect
Max/Total
Query
Accession #
Identity (%)
Value
Score
Coverage
EMP90254.1
38.53
6.62E-96
293
0.98
EMQ68883.1
38.53
8.84E-96
293
0.98
EMP93771.1
38.307
2.31E-95
292
0.98
EMQ59550.1
38.307
2.34E-95
292
0.98
WP_000966057
38.307
4.97E-95
291
0.98
ACQ62431.1
38.053
8.19E-95
291
0.99
KJX78191.1
37.671
3.6E-92
284
0.96
EMP87839.1
36.036
1.17E-84
265
0.95
EMQ00450.1
36.136
1.56E-83
262
0.95
WP_001061938
35.455
1.61E-83
262
0.95
EMP93211.1
35.973
1.91E-83
261
0.95
EMQ69441.1
34.292
2.26E-75
241
0.95
EMQ53494.1
34.071
8.72E-75
239
0.95
WP_000856207
30.538
1.6E-70
228
0.99
EMQ69440.1
30.538
2.7E-70
228
0.99
EMP87812.1
31.169
2.8E-70
228
0.99
EMQ00449.1
30.323
4E-70
228
0.99
EMP93212.1
30.67
9.26E-70
226
0.99
EMQ53493.1
30.752
1.62E-69
225
0.97
*Proteins found in the corresponding serogroup are marked with an X.
**Proteins found in the O395 serotype are marked with an X.
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Serogroups*
O1
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Serotype**

O139

O395

X

X

X
X

X

X

# Identical
Proteins
153
3
19
142
1386
4
7
26
168
1405
7
10
3
1557
9
119
62
3
2

# Unique
Strains
77
1
9
100
770
4
4
14
97
811
3
5
1
891
4
58
32
1
1

Figure 2.3 Comparison of I-TASSER folded structures. (A) the E. coli b2344 1T16 crystal structure
compared to (B) vc1042 (C), vc1043, and (D) vca0862. L3 and L4 loops are colored red and
orange respectively, and the S3 kink is green for reference. (E-H) are views of the N-terminal
hatch domain (blue) for E. coli b2344, vc1042, vc1043, and vca0862 respectively

2.3.2 Generating the FadL Homolog Structures
The selected V. cholerae sequences were folded using the I-TASSER (Yang et al., 2015)
standalone version, and compared to E. coli’s known FadL crystal structure from the RCSB database (PDB
ID 1T16) (van den Berg et al., 2004). A metric for confidence in the folding by I-TASSER is known as the Cscore. The C-score is reported on a scale from -5 to 2, and a higher C-score value represents a higher
confidence in folding. For vc1042, vc1043, and vca0862 were 0.58, 0.70, and -1.08 respectively, giving
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vc1042 and vc1043 fairly high confidence. vca0862’s C-score is lower than expected, and other folding
programs used in addition to I-TASSER resulted in lower structural confidence. The C-score itself is based
on its similarity to the native template structure (in this case PDBID 1T16), so this confidence estimation
is suggesting differences between 1T16 and the resulting vca0862 structure. The resulting folded
structures can be seen in Figure 2.3.
2.3.3 Generating the FadL Embedded Membrane Systems
The resulting FadL structures (including a to-be-equilibrated E. coli 1T16 structure annotated as
b2344 henceforth) were then each placed into a membrane using CHARMM-GUI Membrane Builder (E.
L. Wu et al., 2014). The V. cholerae membrane had an outer leaflet of V. cholerae type 1 Lipid A, Core A,
and 15 O1 O-antigen units. The E. coli outer leaflet was composed of E. coli type 1 Lipid A, Core R1, and 3
E. coli O1 O-antigen units (with 5 sugars per O unit). Both types had an inner leaflet of 67%
phosphatidylethanolamine (PE) and 33% phosphatidylglycerol (PG). The structure of each of these
molecules can be seen the Appendix, Figure A.1. An example of the embedded FadL can be seen in the
Appendix Figure A.2.
2.3.4 Equilibrating the Membrane Systems
The resulting simulation constraints generated by the CHARMM-GUI were then used in
conjunction with NAMD (Phillips et al., 2005) and CHARMM36 force fields (Brooks et al., 2009). During
simulations, Langevin dynamics were used to maintain constant temperature (310 K) and pressure (1
atm). The simulations were sized as 80Å x 80Å x 140Å and a flexible cell boundary was chosen for an
anisotropic membrane system. A cutoff of 12Å was used along with a particle mesh Ewald (Darden,
York, & Pedersen, 1993) for electrostatic interactions. All equilibrations used a timestep of 2 fs and
nonbonded frequency and full electrostatics calculated at every step.
Each trial of the four trials were equilibrated for a minimum of 250 ns. The RMSD of the
equilibration run for each protein tested can be seen in the Appendix, Figure A.3. 50 DCD trajectory
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frames were taken from each of the equilibrated runs, taking one frame every 1 ns starting from 201 ns
and ending at 250 ns. A Ramachandran plot was made to detect conformational outliers and determine
a Z-score using MolProbity (Williams et al., 2018) of the homolog structures at 0 and 201 ns to
determine the differences between structure of the and the initial and membrane equilibrated
structures. The outlier residues found were sparse both spatially and numerically in both instances,
indicating that the structures were of good agreement. Additionally, the Z-scores were within
acceptable tolerances, where typically the absolute value being less than 2 (Table A.1).
2.3.5 Docking of FadL Trajectories
The 50 DCD trajectory frames for each of the tested FadL proteins were then aligned to the
original 1T16 structure and the protein was isolated from the rest of the membrane system. The 200
isolated FadL frames as well as 50 instances of the original unmoving 1T16 FadL structure were then
docked using AutoDock4 and AutoGrid4 using AutoDockTools (ADT) as a GUI (Morris et al., 2009). A
variety of LCFAs and the original two ligands from the 1T16 PDB resulting in 10 different ligands were
tested (Table 2.3 and Figure 2.4).
The 80x80x120 ADT grid box binding region (closer to a 40Å x 40Å x 60Å box) was restricted to
the upper extracellular region of the FadL proteins encasing the majority of the FadL proteins. To
maintain the cis structures of the FAs, the unsaturated double bonds of the ligands were kept rigid
during docking. Each docking used a genetic algorithm with a population size of 150, a maximum
number of evaluations of 2,500,000, and a maximum of 27,000 generations.
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Table 2.3 Fatty Acids Tested
Fatty Acid

Abbreviation

Biological Significance

Lauryldimethylamine oxide

LDAO

Antimicrobial zwitterionic surfactant (C14H31NO).

Palmitoleic acid

16:1

A common component of bacterial lipids.

Linoleic acid

18:2

Found in VC membrane phospholipids and bile.

α(alpha)-Linolenic acid

18:3α

Found in microalgae, cyanobacteria, and fish.

γ(gamma)-Linolenic acid

18:3γ

An intermediate in the conversion of linoleic to arachidonic acid.

Dihomo-γ(gamma)-linolenic acid

20:3

Found in microalgae and fish.

Arachidonic acid

20:4

Key cellular signaling molecule and inflammatory intermediate.

Eicosapentaenoic acid
Tetraethylene glycol monooctyl
ether
Docosahexaenoic acid

20:5

Found in microalgae and fish.
A membrane solubilizing detergent (C16H34O5). As an ether it is 21 heavy atoms in
length.
Found in microalgae and fish.

C8E4
22:6
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Figure 2.4 Fatty acid and detergent molecular structure. It is important to note that all the presented
fatty acids’ unsaturated double bonds are shown in a trans conformation to fit the image.
The fatty acids tested are by definition all contain cis conformation double bonds, so the
unsaturated double bond of the acyl tails curve and spiral the more unsaturated double
bonds the fatty acid possesses

2.4 RESULTS
2.4.1 Docking Viability
To test the viability of the docking procedure, the FAs were docked with E. coli FadL (1T16)
specifically comparing the bindings of LDAO and C8E4 with that of the bound LDAO and C8E4 molecules
found in the low affinity binding site, the high affinity binding site, and the S3 kink of the 1T16 PDB
crystal structure. Figure 2.5 examines one frame of the resulting docking trajectory, and illustrates a
preference of the AutoDock bindings sites to primarily be locations that were bound experimentally.
However, the selected docking of the S3 kink binding site (residues highlighted in green) contains C8E4
molecules where in the original crystal structure C8E4 molecules were restricted to the low affinity
binding site in the L3 and L4 extracellular loops. This is likely due to the methodology of van den Berg
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where LDAO and C8E4 competed for binding during the protein washing phase (van den Berg et al.,
2004), while in docking there was no binding competition.

Figure 2.5 Docking of 1T16 with LDAO and C8E4 (lines) compared with the original LDAO and C8E4
(solid). While this is only one frame, the LDAO tends to be strongly correlated to the High
affinity binding site while the C8E4 tends remain in the low affinity binding site or it bypass
the transport channels and appears in the S3 kink (this occurrence is likely an effect of
AutoDock’s ligand placement algorithm)

2.4.2 Docking Nodal Analysis Overview
A numerical approach was used to examine fatty acid clustering due to the large number of
docked fatty acids. This approach was to use a mean-shift algorithm to find these node clusters, and to
test the viability of the nodal locations, the docked 1T16 crystal structure was analyzed. (Figure 2.6) A
mean shift based nodal analysis of the 1T16 docking illustrates the original b2344 1T16 crystal structure
with the native detergents outlining the low affinity binding site, the high affinity binding site, and the S3
kink (van den Berg et al., 2004). The AutoDock binding within the 1T16 crystal structure in conjunction
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with the mean shift algorithm corresponds the location of the low affinity binding site (Node 1), the high
affinity binding site (Node 2), and the S3 kink (Node 3).

Figure 2.6 Mean shift based nodal analysis of the 1T16 docking. (Left) the original detergents and
locations of the low affinity binding site, the high affinity binding site, and the S3 kink.
(Center) The location of the nodes found by the mean shift algorithm. (Right) A frame of the
FA clusters from docking that the mean shift algorithm used to generate the nodes

The cluster analysis was also performed for each of the FadL and V. cholerae and the
equilibrated b2344 homolog structures, resulting in the nodal locations seen in Figure 2.7. The nodes
from the equilibrated b2344, agrees with almost identical nodal locations as the X-ray 1T16 structure
Figure 2.7 (A) Nodal Locations and Figure 2.6. Although there was a very small difference between the
high affinity binding site where Node 2 tended to be closer to the center of the FadL beta barrel in the
equilibrated structure, this demonstrates the NAMD equilibration b2344 FadL structure tended to retain
important structures during the simulation.
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Figure 2.7 Nodal Locations of (A) b2344, (C) vc1042, (E) vc1043, and (G) vca0862. Example frame of FA
clusters versus mean shift generated nodes for (B) b2344, (D) vc1042, (F) vc1043, (H) vca0862

2.4.3 Docking Analysis
The FAs were categorized based on proximity, with each docked FA being prescribed one node
per frame. With 10 FAs per type per frame and 50 frames, 5,000 FAs were assigned to each FadL
homolog - giving a reasonable statistical model. The resulting docked locations were summarized in
Figure 2.8.
For the 1T16 test case, LDAO had a strong affinity for the high affinity binding pocket (Node 2)
with 86.0% of the LDAO molecules docked appearing in or around the high affinity binding site. The
other small molecules such as 16:1, 18:2, 18:3α, and 18:3γ also showed clustering in the Node 2 region
(42.2%, 17.8%, 23.4%, and 23.2% respectively). This is reasonable due to the original 1T16 structure
having a LDAO molecule bound to the high affinity binding site (van den Berg et al., 2004) (the Node 2
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Figure 2.8 Charts of FAs by type located around certain nodes. The % is out of the 500 docked instances
of each FA type over the 50 frame trajectory. The b2344 1T16, b2344, and vc1043 docking
resulted in three nodes, while vc1042 and vca0862 resulted in four nodes that did not follow
the typical low affinity, high affinity, and S3 kink binding site locations

locus), where other similarly shorter chained FAs could also fit into the open pocket. Interestingly, the S3
kink (Node 3) tended to have more docked FAs than the low affinity binding site (Node 1) which may be
due to the tubular cavity of the S3 kink region, providing more surface area for FAs to bind to than the
more open low affinity binding site.
Amongst all the FAs tested, the average docking binding energy for Nodes 1 and 3 of 1T16 were
-8.975 and -8.976 kcal/mol respectively, indicating a very close average binding energy. Examining 18:2
in specific, the binding energy of 18:2 with Node 1 was better (-9.29 versus -8.97 kcal/mol), but
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AutoDock propagated more 18:2 FAs on Node 3. This is likely due to the AutoDock algorithm finding it
more difficult to dock the Node 1 locus due to a smaller binding channel, even if the binding channel has
a better binding energy. Another example of this phenomena is 22:6 having the best overall binding
energy when it was found in the high affinity binding site (-12.65 versus -9.73 and -10.11 kcal/mol),
however, this only occurred with 1.4% of 22:6 dockings because the high affinity binding site was
originally bound to LDAO – a shorter chain FA.
The equilibrated b2344 docking revealed that the high affinity binding site had fewer dockings
than the other sites. This indicates that due to the vacancy of FAs during simulation, that the high
affinity binding site was smaller and did not dock many FAs. Further investigation revealed that small
positional changes in the high affinity binding pocket residues - particularly ALA153, ILE155, and LEU200
impeded the binding pocket channel, and greatly reducing the ability for FAs to fit in the binding pocket.
Unlike the high affinity binding site, the S3 kink did appear to have substantial binding, indicating that
there is not a conformational change in the S3 binding pocket during FA transport, but instead a shift in
the gated channel between the high affinity site and S3 kink as proposed by van den Berg and Hearn et
al. (Hearn et al., 2009; van den Berg et al., 2004). The size and saturation of the FA did have an effect on
the docking. Typically, the longer the FA carbon chains and more unsaturated, the affinity for Node 1
was increased and the affinity for Node 3 was decreased - mirroring the 1T16 dockings.
The vc1042 docking revealed a highly visible transport channel. It is predicted that the FAs move
from Node 1 to Node 2 to Node 4 and then to Node 3, the S3 kink (Figure 2.7 (D)). The clustering of FAs
did not show much preference for any one of the four nodes with the exception of Node 3, where the
totaled percent FAs located at Nodes 1, 2, 3, and 4 were 17.5%, 26.2%, 35.0%, and 21.3% respectively.
As expected of a V. cholerae homolog there was no discernable difference in FA tail length or saturation
which is reasonable due to V. cholerae’s ability to uptake long-chain fatty acids.
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In vc1043’s docking, Nodes 1 and 2 were in close proximity to one another as seen in Figure 2.7
(F), the major difference between the two node locations is Node 2 is the locus of the high affinity
binding site in the E. coli homolog while Node 1 is offset towards the center of the beta barrel. vc1043
showed a strong favoritism for Node 2 with a total of 88.3% of all FAs appearing in the Node 2 region.
Figure 2.7 (F) illustrates the FA’s tendency to funnel around Node 2. Only 0.6% of FAs were found in the
S3 kink region (Node 3), and with better average docking energies for FAs for Node 2, the alludes to a
conformational shift that would be necessary for the loss of binding of Node 2 and the transfer to Node
3.
The docking of vca0862 showed a high affinity for the outer portion of the S3 kink (Node 4). This
is unexpected based on the premise that FAs travel through the beta barrel in E. coli. Node 4 does tend
to have a more pronounced indention making docking more ideal than some other locations; however,
the docking did not factor in the LPS which encompassed the outer perimeter of the FadL beta barrel,
which would leave little room for FAs. Autodock’s current atom limit prevents a system with LPS
included. These results indicate that the vca0862 beta barrel was not in an open conformation for the
50 frames used for docking and suggests that there is a very large conformational change that possibly
starts with FA binding to Nodes 1 or 2 in the extracellular loop region. It is important to note that the
lower C-score in the I-TASSER folding, -1.08, may have a part in this resulting barrel structure, however,
additional foldings and molecular dynamic runs using different programs (data not shown) were
performed to test the viability of alternatively folded vca0862 sequences; none of which had any
notable differences in the structure.
2.4.4 Putative FadL Channels
To determine any important residues in the transport of FAs, the docked homologs were
searched for any residues within 3 Å of each of the docked FAs. These residues were agglomerated, and
each residue found was counted for recurrences. The resulting table (Table 2.4) shows the twenty
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residues that were found to interact with the docked FAs most often. The maximum residue count
possible in Table 2.4 is 5,000 foreach homolog; calculated from 100 FAs docked for each of the 50
frames. Additional analysis of the residues in relation to the structure can be seen in the Appendix
(Figures A.4-A.7).
For the E. coli b2344 homolog dockings, the residues found most frequently were those of the
low affinity binding site and the S3 kink. This was expected, as the nodal analysis determined that the
majority of FAs were docked in the Node 1 and 3 regions. While not in the same proportions, many of
the same residues were found for both the b2344 1T16 and the equilibrated b2344 structures. Residues
PRO253, ILE254, PRO255, and PHE315 have a reoccurring presence in the low affinity binding sites for
both structures Figure 2.9 (A) and (C) E. coli FadL binding residues. Residues GLY2, LEU5, PRO54, VAL56,
ALA74, GLY103, LEU104, ALA105, PRO362, and ARG366 are commonly found in the S3 kink region. The
majority of these residues are nonpolar except for the polar glycines GLY2 and GLY103 and the positively
charged arginine, ARG366. The arginine headgroup faces towards the S3 kink pocket indicating an
affinity for carboxyl groups of FAs which is confirmed by the number of FA carboxyl headgroups in the
proximity of ARG366 during docking. This could indicate an orientation of FA with the tail group facing
the outlet before egress of FA through the S3 kink. The RMSD for the heavy atoms of these residues
tends to be between 1.1 Å and 1.7 Å, alluding to a stable S3 kink structure even with the difference of a
bonded LDAO in the S3 kink of 1T16.
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Table 2.4 Residue Count for Residues Within a 3 Å Proximity of Each FA for Each Frame

Rank

b2344 1T16
Proximity

Residue

1
2958
LEU104
2
2156
ARG366**
3
2083
PHE3
4
2044
PRO54
5
1977
ALA74
6
1943
ALA105
7
1910
PRO362
8
1849
LEU5
9
1789
VAL56
10
1680
PHE315
11
1673
PRO255
12
1639
PRO253
13
1626
GLY2*
14
1623
ILE52
15
1594
GLY103*
16
1588
ARG157**
17
1580
ILE254
18
1526
LYS317**
19
1440
MET390
20
1426
ALA410
* Polar, but neutral charged residue

b2344

vc1042

vc1043

vca0862

Proximity

Residue

Proximity

Residue

Proximity

Residue

Proximity

Residue

2852

LEU104

2654

PHE3

4253

PHE108

2627

ALA102

2705

ALA105

2488

GLN4*

3751

PHE3

2522

GLN74*

2683

ARG366**

2075

LEU5

3586

TRP300

1761

PRO72

2651

ALA74

1981

MET108

3415

TYR298*

1732

SER119*

2624

PRO54

1797

ARG339**

3342

GLN4*

1716

LYS151**

2331

PRO362

1709

PHE77

3249

LEU238

1501

VAL5

2274

ASP363*

1646

PRO54

3182

TRP268

1498

VAL101

2178

GLY2*

1626

VAL52

3074

ARG163**

1456

VAL52

2154

LEU5

1568

VAL396

2858

MET161

1417

VAL76

2087

ILE361

1538

PRO335

2504

ILE274

1401

PRO54

2078

ILE52

1523

VAL56

2277

PRO241

1396

ILE121

2058

GLY103*

1503

THR331*

2187

VAL129

1237

ALA71

2049

PRO255

1491

TRP272

1697

VAL339

1168

ASP327*

2006

GLN316*

1462

VAL243

1588

LYS296**

1137

ILE75

1965

PHE315

1418

THR244*

1567

PHE276

1035

ARG330**

1923

VAL56

1385

GLU336*

1413

ILE266

1019

GLY100*

1870

ILE254

1384

ALA1

1319

LEU240

1013

GLY2*

1756

PRO75

1268

HSD79**

1293

THR127*

1004

THR103*

1673

PRO253

1231

ILE334

1272

SER338*

977

ASP117*

1643

ALA77

1187

MET241

1256

ALA330

943

ALA379

** Positively charged residues (pH 7)
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Figure 2.9 E. coli FadL binding residues. (A) 1T16 low affinity binding site residues, (B) 1T16 S3 kink, (C)
E. coli low affinity binding site, and (D) E. coli S3 kink. The L3 loops are colored red, the L4
loops are colored orange, and the S3 kinks are colored green for reference. Perspective
angles differ for easier observation of residues
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2.4.5 V. cholerae vc1042 Transport Channel
The docked residues for the V. cholerae homolog vc1042 were primarily centered around the
predicted transport channel Figure 2.10 (B) V. cholerae vc1042 FA interacting residues. This channel
tends to start from between the 5th and 6th extracellular loops (Figure A.8 (B)). The FA is expected
bypass the N-terminal hatch (residues 1 through 5), and then past the N-terminal hatch through the S3
kink opening. The N-terminal hatch in the docking does not restrict transport as predicted in the E. coli
homolog b2344. This is somewhat unexpected as, generally, FadL is considered a selective FA transport
protein and would have some selection mechanism specific to FAs.
The residues that line the channel are primarily hydrophobic, with a few exceptions GLN4,
HSD79, THR244, THR331, GLU336, and ARG399 which are all hydrophilic (ARG339 also having a positive
charge). These residues are placed periodically throughout the channel in such a way that it could be the
FA headgroup’s attraction to these residues that guide the movement of the FA through the channel in a
specific orientation. The channel seems to end at the S3 kink as with the E. coli homolog. A similar
experiment with the docking of the bottom half of the homologs showed that there was a discontinuity
from the seen transport channel to any docking channels found in the bottom of the protein reinforcing
the hypothesis that the S3 kink is the FA egress point.
Oddly, the channel shares a similar overlap of the E. coli homolog’s high affinity binding site
location and N-terminal hatch domain, but interestingly the vc1042 pathway bypasses the predicted
hatch domain pathway used in E. coli. It is interesting that the original pathway (through the high affinity
binding site location, and then through a tunnel created by a conformational mechanism occurring with
the N-terminal hatch domain) may still exist somehow in the V. cholerae homolog. Whether or not this
N-terminal hatch pathway is vestigial or is functional has yet to be determined at this time.
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Figure 2.10 V. cholerae vc1042 FA interacting residues; (A) residue names and locations, (B) predicted
transport channel (orange) shown with its relation to the displayed residues. The L3 loops is
colored red, the L4 loop is colored orange, and the S3 kink is colored green for reference

2.4.6 V. cholerae vc1043 Transport Channel
V. cholerae homolog vc1043 has a very large flat channel that seems to funnel FAs to the Nterminal hatch domain (Figure 2.11). The entry of the channel can be seen in the Appendix (Figure A.8
(C)) where the undefined low affinity binding region is again found between the base of the extracellular
loops. The channel leads to the N-terminal hatch opposite the S3 kink. The N-terminal hatch domain
rests in the same position as the E. coli 1T16 structure and the channel overlaps the general area of the
high affinity binding. This could indicate an evolutionary adaptation to combine the low affinity and the
high affinity binding sites found in b2344 favoring a more direct pathway, but leaving the mechanisms of
the N-terminal hatch domain - which would play the same role for the vc1043 homolog as it does for the
E. coli homolog. This would require the N-terminal domain to act as a hatch that opens and closes for FA
transport, unfortunately this mechanism at the atomistic level has not been elucidated for accurate
prediction.
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Figure 2.11 V. cholerae vc1043 FA interacting residues; (A) residue names and locations, (B) predicted
transport channel (orange) shown with its relation to the displayed residues. The L3 loops is
colored red, the L4 loop is colored orange, and the S3 kink is colored green for reference

Alternatively, the vc1043 channel spans further down than the transposed high affinity binding
site ending below the N-terminal hatch and opposite the S3 kink. This could be an alternate pathway
that follows the vc1042 pathway, but with some selection mechanism to cross the remainder of the
channel. Again, this proposed pathway has yet to be substantiated from experimentation. The docked
FAs did not appear in the S3 kink pore, likely due to LYS130 from the fourth beta strand, S4, positioned
parallel to the S3 kink that appears to be attracted to GLU50, SER106, and ASN107 as well as the
backbone oxygens of the S3 kink residue GLY109. This attraction causes LYS130 to fill the S3 transport
pore and prevent docking (and possibly FA transport). This could be a selection mechanism that may
determine the resulting FA position or FA type.
The channel of vc1043 was found to be composed generally of hydrophobic residues. The
exceptions to this are GLN4, THR127, TYR298, and SER338 which are hydrophilic, and ARG163 and
LYS296 which are positively charged. Previously, it was postulated that the hydrophilic residues in
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vc1042 guided the FAs through the channel through hydrophilic residue interactions, but vc1043
hydrophilic residues are restricted to the top of the conical channel. Therefor there are no hydrophilic
residues present in the expressed channel to guide the polar FA headgroup through the channel. It is
predicted that the polar head groups bind to the hydrophilic residues at the top of the channel for
alignment. Directional positioning of the FA is yet to be determined experimentally, but FA orientation
may play an important role with a positively charged lysine (LYS130) residue blocking the S3 kink pore.
2.4.7 V. cholerae vca0862 Transport Channel
The docking of V. cholerae homolog vca0862 revealed that the majority of docking sites did not
occur within the beta barrel structure of the FadL protein, but rather along the outer barrel primarily
around the S3 kink (Figure 2.12 (B)). This appears to be due to the substantial lack of open space for FAs
to be docked on the inner portion of the beta barrel. Oddly, there seems to be a pathway from between
the L3 and L4 loops that goes down the side of the protein and to the outside of the S3 kink as shown in
the Appendix (Figure A.9). The results imply that any molecule of similar size to a FA would be able to
make its way through the side channel unless there was some interplay with the interface of the LPS and
lipid bilayer to create some sort of selectivity mechanism. The channel between the outer portion of the
S3 kink and the predicted initial binding sites between the L3 and L4 extracellular loops tends to close
off depending on the L3 and L4 conformations. These L3 and L4 conformations may be the selectivity
mechanism that this homolog uses to ensure the uptake of FAs instead of bactericidal compounds.
Many of the docked FA were found within the S3 kink, where the internal cavity of the S3 kink would be
vestigial if the FAs are transported to the predicted egress point without entry of the FA into the FadL
beta barrel structure; that is unless the S3 kink serves an unknown purpose as such an orientation
mechanism to help FAs diffuse passively through the membrane. This vestigial S3 kink cavity agrees with
the secondary docking of the bottom portion of the protein, where no FA pathways were found from
the S3 kink to the periplasmic end of the FadL protein.
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Figure 2.12 V. cholerae vca0862 FA interacting residues; (A) residue names and locations, (B) predicted
transport channel (orange) shown with its relation to the displayed residues. The L3 loops is
colored red, the L4 loop is colored orange, and the S3 kink is colored green for reference

2.4.8 S3 Kink is the Fatty Acid Point of Egress
To verify that the S3 kink is the egress point first suggested by Hearn et al. (Hearn et al., 2009),
the membrane layer location after equilibration was checked for evidence of membrane diffusion. The
resulting lipid bilayer headgroups or the polar heavy atoms of the LPS were shown in relation to the D3
kink pore (Figure 2.13). This pore was typically found at the upper portion of the LPS polar region
indicating a strong affinity for the polar headgroups of the FA with the polar LPS residues, indicating a
good possibility for assimilation into the LPS bilayer and passive diffusion into the periplasmic space.
Additional docking studies (not shown) using the bottom portion of the FadL structures also
revealed no such pathways through the lower portion of the N-terminus loop that fills the lower beta
barrel for either V. cholerae or E. coli.
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Figure 2.13 Lipid bilayer polar atom locations. (A) b2344, (B) vc1042, (C) vc1043, and (D) vca0862 FadL
proteins after equilibration and docking

Docking energies show that binding is stronger in the presence of fatty acids 10 docking
conformations were produced per ligand creating a total of 100 docking conformations per FadL
homolog frame. With 250 frames docked, 25,000 conformations were generated overall. The best
conforming (lowest energy) are shown in Table 2.5. Similarly, the averaged docking energies by FA are
given in Table 2.6.
Simulated docking results indicate that the original crystal structure E. coli 1T16 tended to have
the most energetically favorable docking with respect to overall average as well as the best individual FA
docking conformations. This is likely because the 1T16 structure was generated with the FadL protein
bound with LDAO and C8E4 in the structure when the PDB was generated, giving it the specific
conformation needed for strong binding. It is also apparent that the docking energies are more
favorable for the longer chain FAs. This result is likely due to the fact that longer FA chains provide more
surface area for binding. However, many of the longer chained polyunsaturated FAs tend to have a
hairpin tail due to the cis unsaturated portions. The uptake of these longer chained FAs would likely
require some internal mechanisms for FA uptake that compensates for these rigid sections of the FAs,
although these compensation mechanisms have not been found computationally.
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Table 2.5 Best Conformation Energies from Docking (energy units in kcal/mol)

Homolog
b2344 1T16
b2344
vc1042
vc1043
vca0862

LDAO

16:1

18:2

18:3α

18:3γ

20:3

20:4

20:5

C8E4

22:6

-10.11
-9.15
-8.81
-9.92
-9.28

-12.41
-9.91
-10.37
-10.48
-10.95

-13.53
-10.36
-10.12
-11.48
-10.62

-13.72
-10.13
-9.9
-11.12
-9.93

-13.33
-10.45
-10.28
-11.17
-10.36

-14.33
-10.61
-11
-12.19
-10.84

-14.58
-10.71
-11.44
-12.37
-10.32

-14.5
-9.88
-10.55
-11.93
-9.96

-10.96
-9.92
-9.55
-10.22
-9.57

-14.25
-11.72
-11.24
-12.4
-10.95

Table 2.6 Overall Average Conformation Energy from Docking (energy units in kcal/mol)

Homolog
b2344 1T16
b2344
vc1042
vc1043
vca0862

LDAO
-9.17
-7.39
-7.86
-8.53
-7.57

16:1
-9.62
-7.82
-8.33
-9.07
-7.81

18:2
-9.55
-8.09
-8.56
-9.42
-7.97

18:3α
-9.32
-7.87
-8.36
-9.1
-7.6

18:3γ
-9.74
-8.18
-8.62
-9.38
-7.94
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20:3
-9.83
-8.42
-9.01
-9.82
-8.22

20:4
-9.46
-8.34
-8.77
-9.61
-7.94

20:5
-9.44
-8.2
-8.7
-9.42
-7.83

C8E4
-8.15
-7.47
-7.77
-8.17
-7.14

22:6
-9.95
-8.69
-9.24
-10.11
-8.21

The exception to the favoring of longer ligands is C8E4 which has a total length of 21 heavy
atoms but also had one of the lowest binding potentials. The five oxygen atoms in the ether chain of
C8E4 is suspected to cause unfavorable binding due to the mostly hydrophobic residues lining the
channels. This reinforces FadL’s selectivity for FAs and is found consistent for all the FadL homologs.

2.5 DISCUSSION
The atomistic study of FadL homologs reveals the structure and transport channels of V.
cholerae homologs vc1042, vc1043, and vca0862. The E. coli controls showed acceptable results when
compared to the X-ray crystallography study (van den Berg et al., 2004). homologs tended to share
similarity in their low affinity binding site locus at the base of the L3 and L4 extracellular loops, but the
structure of extracellular loops themselves tended to deviate from the original template. The reason for
the deviations has yet to be determined, but it may have an effect on nascent protein passage through
the cell membrane, localization of the protein in the membrane with respect to the LPS, or as guide for
FAs into to the transport channel.
The equilibration of b2344 in comparison to the X-ray structure (1T16) shows that there are
conformational shifts in the binding sites for FAs that are closed without the presence of FAs. vc1043
shows this similarity, where it appears the presence of FA are required for the span between the
observed channel and the S3 kink domain to activate and allow passage. The trajectories over 50
nanoseconds gives a wide range of conformations for the FA to propagate on the proteins, and for
neither b2344 or vc1043 to reveal a contiguous channel through docking emphasizes the importance of
the FA-protein interaction. This is not the case with vc1042, where the channel is fully expressed
without FAs being present. The N-terminal hatch residues ALA1, GLY2, PHE3, and GLN4 were conserved
throughout all of the homologs, as well as their tertiary structures and positions. These residues may
play a part in conformational changes that allow selective passage of FAs through the cell (25, 26).
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However, the channels presented for the V. cholerae homolog vc1042 suggests the possibility that this
structure can be vestigial in the transport of FAs, but retain the conserved sequence as part of the signal
peptide sequence (Black, 1991), the protease recognizing the signal sequence ALA-GLY-PHE-GLN as part
of the processing site. This is subject to the protease responsible for the cleavage, which is has not been
discovered at this time.
The resulting structure of vca0862 shows that the channel is on the exterior of the beta barrel.
This may be caused by the folded structure, but multiple foldings and equilibrations across different
software did not predict any significant differences in the structure. Investigation using RefSeq (O'Leary
et al., 2016) on FA uptake revealed that V. cholerae strains that have these homologs all contain a copy
of vc1042, vc1043, (chromosome I) and vca0862 (chromosome II) (data not shown). vca0862 has not
been shown in any studies to be the definitive protein responsible for FA transport, with many
bioinformatic searches of FadL neglecting vc1042 and vc1043. Additionally, in studies with gene
expression of V. cholerae strain N16961 between in vitro and in vivo, the expression of vca0862 was low
compared to the other FadL sequences (Table A.2) (Xu et al., 2003). The relatively low expression of
vca0862 and the lack of a suitable channel for FA transfer may indicate that this protein may be a result
of a loss of function adaptation (Hottes et al., 2013). Interestingly the data presented by Xu et al.,
reveals that expression of vc1042 increases in vivo (in rabbit lumen) in comparison to in vitro (growth in
LB). The inverse was true for vc1043 with a reduction in expression in vivo. The effect of FA
concentration in the lumen as opposed to the FA devoid LB, may be a selection mechanism for vc1042
which appears to have a larger, more complete, and less selective channel.
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2.6 CONCLUSIONS
The atomistic structures of Vibrio cholerae FadL homologs vc1042, vc1043, and vca0862 were
generated, equilibrated in membrane systems, and analyzed through docking of fatty acids. Predictions
of the transport channels were made, showing that homolog vc1042 was the least selective which
agreed with experimental data in vivo with increased expression in rabbit lumen. The increased
expression of vc1042 corresponds to virulence, and other studies agree that virulence is increased by
the uptake of LCFAs; therefore, the vc1042 homolog may play a part in virulence. vc1043 was similar to
that of E. coli’s homolog, with a discontinuous channel that appears to require a conformational shift for
uptake. This would make vc1043 more selective than vc1042, and it fits experimental data that vc1043 is
expressed more when grown in the typical growth conditions using LB.
vca0862’s beta barrel structure is pinched shut, not allowing any fatty acid transport through it.
The results of several folding iterations and simulations did not change this fact. Short preliminary
simulations with FadL’s interactions with fatty acids (data not shown) did not reveal any conformational
changes in the structure that would allow transport through the vca0862 beta barrel. This indicates that
the structure may be a null adaptation, a vestigial protein, or a snapshot of an evolutionary process due
to the preservation of scientifically studied strains of bacteria. Future studies might include following a
similar methodology with the chromosome II encoded FadL for Wild-type strains to test if the beta
barrel is closed as well.
The channels of these homologs bring to light the complex nature of biological systems and the
diverse machinery that is used to adapt to environmental conditions. While each homolog has unique
characteristics, the exact nature of each homolog is still unknown, and future studies may include the
simulated transport through the predicted channels to fully understand the conformational mechanisms
involved. V. cholerae is part of a growing list of Gram-negative bacteria demonstrating fatty acid
utilization versatility, each with the possibility of unique characteristics and adaptations to be studied.
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CHAPTER III
MEMBRANE INTERACTION OF CATIONIC ANTIMICRIOBIAL PEPTIDES

3.1 INTRODUCTION
Recent experiments of the bacterial uptake and incorporation of exogenous LCFA into
phospholipid species was found to have varying effects on bacterial resistance to membrane-interacting
antimicrobial agents. For instance, in E. coli and several Vibrio species, the minimum inhibitory
concentration (MIC) was typically increased by exposure to LCFAs (Herndon et al., 2020; Moravec et al.,
2017). However, in A. baumannii and K. pneumoniae, the exposure to LCFAs decreased MIC to the same
antimicrobial agents (Eder et al., 2017; Hobby et al., 2019). Each LCFA acid that the bacteria was
exposed to had varying effects on the change antimicrobial resistance; for instance dihomo-gammalinolenic acid (20:3) increased the MIC of E. coli against polymyxin B (PMB) by twofold, arachidonic acid
(20:4) increased MIC by eightfold, and docosahexaenoic acid (22:6) increased the MIC by fourfold
(Herndon et al., 2020). Surprisingly, eicosapentaenoic acid (20:5) was found to decrease the MIC of PMB
by half (Herndon et al., 2020). Similarly, LCFA alter resistance or susceptibility to similar antimicrobials to
varying degrees (Eder et al., 2017; Herndon et al., 2020; Hobby et al., 2019; Moravec et al., 2017). One
of the consistencies between these experiments is that each of these bacteria have been shown to
incorporate the LCFA into phospholipids, indicating that the changes in resistance and membrane
composition are related.
To explore these changes in the antimicrobial resistance of LCFA grown bacteria, we proposed
to simulate the interactions of some of the cationic antimicrobial peptides (CAMPs) used in the
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experiments with membrane systems incorporating the LCFA tested in the experiments. This experiment
involved the creation of compositionally realistic membrane systems of atomic resolution and
embedded a CAMP into the membrane. The CAMP was passed through the membrane using steered
molecular dynamics (SMD) and the energy needed to pass the CAMP through the membrane was
analyzed.

3.2 BACKGROUND
Within the past century bacterial infections were the leading cause of morbidity and mortality. It
was only recently that cardiovascular diseases and cancers became more prevalent, but with the rise of
antibiotic resistant bacteria, this may not always be the case. Antimicrobial agents, whether they target
the membrane or disrupt some cellular function, first must interact with the membrane. These
antimicrobial agents have a wide variety of chemical structures (Richard M. Epand & Vogel, 1999), but in
this review we will focus on the inherent toxicity of FAs and CAMPs.
3.2.1 Fatty Acid Toxicity
Fatty acids exhibit an antimicrobial effect in various bacteria, including antibiotic resistant
strains such as multi-resistant Staphylococcus aureus which is (Desbois, Mearns-Spragg, & Smith, 2009).
Indeed, FAs are used as antimicrobials in numerous multicellular organisms; such as mammals,
amphibians, mollusks, and plants (Desbois & Smith, 2010).
Medium- and long-chain fatty acids tend to be more effective antimicrobials when interacting
with Gram-positive bacteria than when interacting with Gram-negative (Galbraith, Miller, Paton, &
Thompson, 1971; Kodicek, 1945). Furthermore, structure of the FA has effects on FA potency. In general,
unsaturated FAs tend to have more antimicrobial properties than their saturated FAs counterparts, and
the number of unsaturated bonds a FA contains corresponds to a higher antimicrobial potency (Desbois
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& Smith, 2010; Knapp & Melly, 1986; Saito, Tomioka, & Yoneyama, 1984). Additionally, the isomerism of
the unsaturated bonds has effects on antimicrobial efficacy; where cis oriented double bonds have
greater antimicrobial properties than trans double bonds (Galbraith et al., 1971; Kabara, Swieczkowski,
Conley, & Truant, 1972). The tail length does have an effect, but there does not seem to be a definite
consensus for length versus antimicrobial properties, with various tail lengths affecting various bacteria
differently and each study using differing methods for determining potency (Desbois & Smith, 2010).
It is unclear exactly what FAs antimicrobial mechanism of action is, but some of the proposed
processes are very similar to that of cationic antimicrobial peptides.
3.2.2 Cationic Antimicrobial Peptides (CAMPs)
Cationic antimicrobial peptides (CAMPs) are a group of antibiotic peptides that use a net
positive charge to bind to bacterial membranes and disrupt membrane function. CAMPs are specifically
useful, because they preferentially bind to the anionic/negatively charged inner and outer membranes
of Gram-negative bacteria compared to the zwitterionic amphiphiles of mammalian cell membranes
(Richard M. Epand & Vogel, 1999). Membrane disrupting peptides generally have a greater proportion
of hydrophobic amino acids (more than half), granting hydrophobic pockets to insert into the
hydrophobic layer of the membrane bilayers (Sani & Separovic, 2016; Wimley, 2010). While these
proteins are mostly hydrophobic residues, they are highly soluble in water and adopt a coil
conformation when transitioning from water to solutions with phospholipids (Fernandez, Sani, Miles,
Wallace, & Separovic, 2013; Jamasbi et al., 2014; Luna-Ramirez et al., 2014; Sani & Separovic, 2016).
There are three major pore based models associated with membrane disrupting peptides; barrel-stave,
carpet, and toroidal pore (Sani & Separovic, 2016). Additionally, there are several less disruptive models
such as membrane aggregation, translocation carrier, membrane thinning, and membrane
depolarization (Sani & Separovic, 2016).
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Figure 3.1 Models of CAMP-membrane interaction. These models include the barrel-stave model, the
toroidal pore model, and the carpet/detergent models (Sani & Separovic, 2016)

The barrel-stave model predicts that multiple CAMP molecules insert into the membrane nearby
one another and have interacting peptides that create a channel similar to a native membrane beta
barrel or ion channel (Wimley, 2010). This model suggests that the barrel-stave pore forming CAMPs
utilize phospholipid’s natural tendency to insert proteins to create disruptive pores that allow the efflux
of intracellular nutrients and may lead to lysis (Wimley, 2010).
The toroidal pore model, similar to the barrel-stave model, predicts the insertion of the CAMP
into the membrane, although instead of peptide-peptide interactions, the CAMPs interact with the
phospholipids and create a high curvature toroid (Wimley, 2010). Unlike the barrel-stave, toroidal pore
CAMPs disrupt the natural curvature of the membrane to form the pore by providing alternate
phospholipid headgroup and tail interaction sites (Wimley, 2010).
The carpet-model is usually associated with CAMPs accumulating on the bilayer surface in
parallel to the surface plane (Brogden, 2005). This accumulation of peptides is thought to impose
membrane curvature stresses that disrupt membrane curvature. This disruption can lead to a detergent
like action and form of micelles from the membrane phospholipids. This creates disturbances in the
equilibrium of the membrane and creates toroidal transient holes that allow additional peptides to
access the membrane (Brogden, 2005).
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3.2.3 Polymyxins
Polymyxins are a group of CAMP antimicrobials originated from the discovery that Paenibacillus
polymyxa, a Gram-positive bacteria found in the soil, inhibited growth of a wide range of Gram-negative
and Gram-positive bacteria (Benedict & Langlykke, 1947). There are five polymyxins (A-E), but only
polymyxin B (PMB) and polymyxin E (PME, colistin) are used clinically. Indeed, the nephrotoxicity of
polymyxins to people make them a last line of defense against infections and are typically used in
conjunction with other antibiotics (Vaara, Vaara, & Tyrrell, 2017). Interestingly, polymyxin
nephrotoxicity is high enough that the typical concentrations in which they are administered are
suboptimal to fight infections effectively (Garonzik et al., 2011). With the rise of antimicrobial resistance
to other pharmaceuticals, polymyxins are receiving a renewed interest to combat infections.
Polymyxins are CAMPs with a cyclic peptide head containing numerous L-2,4-diaminobutanoic
acid (Dab), which are considered non-proteinogenic amino acids and are not commonly found in nature.
Various analogues of polymyxin B and E have been developed to produce less nephrotoxicity, but still
retain their antimicrobial activity (Gallardo-Godoy et al., 2016; Tang et al., 2020). These newly
developed structures retain the general structure of the original analogue counterparts and are
expected to retain the same mechanisms of action (Figure19). PMB and PME are nearly identical in
structure, except for the 6th residue; in PMB it is Phenylalanine (Phe) whereas in PME it is Leucine (Leu).
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Figure 3.2 Structures of polymyxin B and E (Tang et al., 2020; Vaara et al., 2017)

The mechanism of action of polymyxins follow that of other CAMP models for initial interaction
where positively charged residues bind to the negatively charged membrane of Gram-negative bacteria.
Polymyxins then cause lysis of the cell outer membrane, and then the inner membrane, where the latter
is required for cell death (Trimble, Mlynarcik, Kolar, & Hancock, 2016). While widely studied, the exact
mechanism for the disruption or cause of cell death is unknown (Trimble et al., 2016). The hydrophobic
tail of polymyxins has a part to play in bactericidal action, where PMB lacking the fatty acid tail had little
to no antimicrobial activity, but did sensitize exposed bacteria to other antimicrobials (Vaara & Vaara,
1983). Antimicrobial action of the outer membrane is in part due to polymyxin’s ability to displace
divalent cations from the LPS, this prevents cross-linking and weakens interactions between adjacent
LPS molecules allowing for more polymyxins to enter the membrane in a self-promoted uptake (R. E. W.
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Hancock, 1984). The prevention of cross-linking also believed to allow the passage of nonpermeating
and weakly permeating molecule across the membrane and the leakage of periplasmic proteins (R. E.
Hancock & Bell, 1988; Robert E. W. Hancock, 1997; Trimble et al., 2016).
The permeabilizing effect explains the uptake of polymyxins into the periplasmic space, but it
does not explain the mechanisms of interaction between polymyxins and the inner or cytoplasmic
membrane that causes cell death. It has been proposed that PMB’s target is membrane-associated
proteins or cytoplasmic targets such as DNA (R. E. Hancock & Chapple, 1999; L. Zhang, Dhillon, Yan,
Farmer, & Hancock, 2000). For instance, studies of Pseudomonas aeruginosa and Bacillus megaterium
and PMB showed that membrane permeability of cell structure increased with interaction with PMB,
but lysis could be prevented with suspensions of salts or sucrose, indicating that lysis is not the only
cause of cell death (Klemperer, Gilbert, Meier, Cozens, & Brown, 1979). Studies of the depolarization of
the inner membrane have shown that depolarization caused by the transfer of K+ ions due to the
permeability induced by PMB were not the cause of cell death in E. coli (Daugelavicius, Bakiene, &
Bamford, 2000).
3.2.4 Computational Studies
Polymyxin B has been computationally investigated with respect to interactions with realistic
models of the outer and inner membranes (Berglund et al., 2015). This study revealed that PMB
interaction with the OM reduced lateral diffusion of LPS, and that the Dab groups are indeed key to
polymyxin binding. Their study also speculated that the tail insertion into the membrane may lead to
micelle formation that could drive the additional formations of membrane pores in the OM, but they
conclude that their studies were not long enough to see any discernible membrane degradation.
Berglund et al. attempted to pull the PMB through the LPS membrane using a maximum force of
50 kJ/mol, but after 100 ns of simulation time, the PMB had not reached past the sugar groups. Studies
of the diffusion of small molecules across human brain microvascular endothelial cell membranes were
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found to take simulation times in the range of microseconds (Y. Wang et al., 2019). For example, the
estimated time for an ethanol molecule at 46 Da to diffuse across the membrane from either side was
around 0.12 μs at a temperature of 330 K, while a caffeine molecule at 194 Da was estimated at 8.6 μs
(Y. Wang et al., 2019). While the brain microvascular endothelial cell membranes are composed of
different phospholipid moieties, the thickness of LPS and size of polymyxins (1200 Da) make diffusion
simulations unfeasible.
In previous studies the effects of phospholipid fatty acyl groups were not analyzed. For the first
time we simulate membrane models using different FA tail groups to determine the effects on
permeability and antimicrobial resistance. By doing so, we intend to elucidate the effects the uptake of
fatty acids have on membrane stability, as well as understand the polymyxin antimicrobial peptides’
mechanism of action.

3.3 METHODOLOGY
3.3.1 Generating the Membranes
To construct realistic membranes, the phospholipid headgroup concentrations for V. cholerae
membranes were investigated. The experiments in which membrane phospholipid concentrations were
somewhat indirect for the inner membrane leaflet concentrations for V. cholerae, so to generate the
membrane, data from E. coli was combined with that of V. cholerae. Extrapolation the IM inner and
outer leaflet asymmetric concentrations E. coli leaflet compositions were combined with overall
phospholipid inner and outer membrane concentrations for V. cholerae (Bogdanov et al., 2020; Paul,
Chaudhuri, Chatterjee, & Das, 1992; Raetz, Kantor, Nishijima, & Newman, 1979). The resulting
extrapolation of IM inner leaflet concentration was 68% 1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3phosphoethanolamine (POPE), 4% 1-palmitoyl-2-hydroxy-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine/1hydroxy-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine (LPE sn1/LPE sn2), 28% 1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-snglycero-3-phosphoglycerol (POPG) and 0% 1',3'-bis(1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phospho)-glycerol
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(CL); similarly, the concentrations of phospholipids for the IM outer leaflet was 88% POPE, 2% LPE
sn1/sn2, 6% PG and 4% CL.
A 70Å x 70Å membrane was generated for each fatty acid tested using packmol, maintaining the
native Z-axis-aligned orientation of the phospholipids to a 2° degree rotation in the X and Y directions, a
tolerance of 2.0, nloop of 500, maxit 200, and moving bad randoms (Martinez, Andrade, Birgin, &
Martinez, 2009). The phospholipids of each leaflet were restrained to 70 Å x 70 Å x 22 Å boxes
positioned just above and below the normal plane to the Z-axis at Z=0. The final lipid concentrations can
be found in Table 3.1 membrane concentrations, where the X denotes the tested fatty acid
replacement. The fatty acids tested were oleic acid (18:1), linoleic acid (18:2), α-linolenic acid (18:3), γlinolenic acid (18:3), dihomo-γ-linolenic acid (20:3), arachidonic acid (20:4), eicosapentaenoic acid (20:5)
and docosahexaenoic acid (22:6); each replacing the sn2 tail of half the POPE and POPG molecules,
denoted PXPE and PXPG respectively. Three randomized membranes were generated of each tested
fatty acid for a total of 24 uniquely generated membranes of similar composition.

Table 3.1 Inner Membrane Leaflet Composition
Leaflet
Outer Leaflet
Inner Leaflet

LPE sn1
1
0

LPE sn2
2
1

CL
0
2

POPE
21
27

PXPE
22
28

POPG
9
2

PXPG
9
2

Each membrane system was solvated in Visual Molecular Dynamics (VMD) with a water layer 35
Å thick on each side of the membrane, and ions were added to make a concentration of 0.15M KCl
(Humphrey, Dalke, & Schulten, 1996).
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3.2.2 Membrane Simulations
To equilibrate the membranes, but still keep them similar, short equilibration runs (5 ns) were
run to using NAMD (Phillips et al., 2005) and CHARMM36 force fields (Brooks et al., 2009). Langevin
dynamics were used to maintain constant temperature (310 K) and pressure (1 atm) using a flexible cell.
A cutoff of 12Å was used along with a particle mesh Ewald (Darden et al., 1993) for electrostatic
interactions on periodic boundaries in the X, Y, and Z directions. All equilibrations used a timestep of 2 fs
and nonbonded frequency and full electrostatics were set to be calculated at every step.
Two tests were performed on each of the 24 membranes, one with PMB and one with PME.
Each membrane was recentered to the center of the Z=0 plane, and each membrane had a single PMB
or PME molecule inserted directly above the membrane centered with respect to the X and Y axes. The
polymyxin membrane systems were then equilibrated for another 5 ns using the same parameters
mentioned before but with colvars guiding the polymyxin tail to be inserted about 5Å into the
membrane using harmonic constraints with a force constant of 0.2 updated every 100 timesteps.
Additionally, in order to keep the membrane from moving along the Z-axis, the phospholipid headgroups
further than 25Å from the XY center were constrained using an exponent of 2 and a constraint scaling of
0.5.
After 5 ns, the harmonic constraints were replaced with a steered molecular dynamics SMD pull
for 15 ns. The pull fixed an imaginary spring, with a SMDk value of 0.001, to a particle that moved with a
SMD velocity of 0.0001 Å/timestep along the Z-axis. The spring’s force pulled the final carbon of the
polymyxin tail through the membrane with a force determined by distance from the imaginary particle;
this created a variable force to pull the polymyxin molecule through the membrane at a near constant
speed (Phillips et al., 2005). The differences in the membrane would change the amount of energy
needed to pull the polymyxin through.
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3.4 RESULTS
3.4.1 Membrane Systems
The packmol generated membranes had an even distribution of phospholipid species (Figure
3.3). The majority of phospholipids initially encountered by the polymyxins tended to be POPE or PXPE
due to the high concentration compared to the other phospholipid species.

Figure 3.3 Randomized membrane models. These are the three membranes generated from packmol
for arachidonic acid (20:4). Top (A,C,D) and bottom (B,D,E) leaflets of the first, second and
third trials respectively. The zwitterionic phospholipid species found in the membrane POPE
(red), P(arachidonic)PE (orange), LPE sn2 (green), and LPE sn1 (yellow), are more prevalent
than the anionic species POPG (blue), PAPG (teal), and CL (purple)
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To test the response of the membrane system in when exposed to polymyxins, a permeability
measurement the lipid order parameter, S, was calculated according to Eq. 3 (Seelig, 1977; Vermeer, de
Groot, Reat, Milon, & Czaplicki, 2007).

Eq. 3

3𝑐𝑜𝑠2 𝜃−1
〉
2

𝑆=〈

Where θ is the angle between the carbon-hydrogen bond vector and the membrane normal, in this case
the z-axis vector is the membrane normal. The resulting range of values from the lipid order parameter
is -0.5 to 1.0, where a perfectly aligned lipid tail would result in a lipid order parameter of -0.5.
Unfortunately, there are known problems with this calculation when applied to double bonds due to an
imperfect alignment between ideal unsaturated carbon-hydrogen bond vectors and the membrane
plane (Piggot, Allison, Sessions, & Essex, 2017). Inspections of the resulting lipid tail alignment to and
lipid elongation does show inaccuracies in this calculation, not only for unsaturated lipid tails, but
saturated species as well. However, this order parameter calculation does give a relatively good sense of
the direction, elongation, and in turn permeability, based on a standardized numerical approach.
The resulting calculated lipid order parameter can be seen in Figure 3.4. The most striking result
is that for PME the lipid order parameters for the phosphatidylglycerol species were much more
disordered for all of the tested fatty acid tail groups. The standard error was calculated across all the
averaged order parameters, but the errors for all the tested phospholipids were fairly small. The small
number of PGs may account for the large order values seen, but the PMB runs which used duplicated
initial membrane starting points did not show these values. Additionally, the general consistency of the
lipid order between the tested fatty acid groups is an indication that there are differences in the
interactions between PMB and PME and phosphatidylglycerol species. Additional analyses were
performed to test the change in lipid order over time, but these analyses only showed fluctuatingalthough-consistent order values for all of the lipid (data not shown). Additional investigations of the
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direct interaction between PME and PGs did not indicate that there were consistent interactions among
runs that would account for the disorder found in the PME simulations. Additionally, for both PME and
PMB the similarly negatively charged headgroups of CL did not exhibit the same behavior, in all the
trials, CL showed relatively good alignment lipid order parameter values.
3.4.2 Polymyxins in Simulations
The polymyxin simulations were set up to exhibit a constant speed as it progressed through the
membrane. The steered molecular dynamics did work as intended as the distance traveled was fairly
linearly correlated with the time of the simulation (Figure 3.5). One simulation PME 18:3α trial 1 was
slightly slower than the rest due to the steered atom of the PME tail starting from an abnormally high
position. Additionally, the end of the polymyxin runs showed a disturbance due to the PMB reaching the
periodic boundary earlier than expected. However, this shift in the periodic position had little to no
effect on any of the performed analyses. The differences in the speeds are not presented in the figures
due to their small deviances, showing consistent speeds and correlations between runs, however
additional figures are provided in the Appendix (Figure A.10).
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Figure 3.4 Lipid order parameters calculated for all lipid tails and averaged over the entire simulation
trajectory. (Top) averaged order parameters for the PME trials. (Middle) The POPG and PXPG
parameters were removed from the accumulated PME parameters for reference. (Bottom)
averaged order parameters for the PMB trials
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Figure 3.5 Polymyxin position over time. (Left) PME position calculated by the center of all PME atoms.
(Right) PMB’s position relative to the Z-axis. The dashed lines indicate the phospholipid
headgroup layers

The dynamic pulling forces during the simulation resulted in generally larger forces when
encountering the hydrophobic layer of the membrane. Two analyses show this correlation the energy
applied to the polymyxin molecule to transport it across the membrane Figure 3.6, as well as the
NAMDEnergy nonbond calculations in Figure 3.7.
The SMD pull energies were calculated as a response to the moving imaginary particle. The
further the distance from the particle from the polymyxin tail, the stronger the force. The larger
magnitudes of the SMD forces exhibited the most force typically when near the center and lower leaflet
of the membrane. There was a general inconsistency between the three trials, with deviations appearing
in the data with regularity. This is expected as the membranes were generated to be different from trial
to trial.
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The NAMDEnergy analysis was a summation of electrostatic and Van der Waal (VdW)
interactions between the polymyxin and the membrane. These nonbond energies also exhibit large
magnitude when the polymyxins are in the hydrophobic tail portion of the membrane. The energies
mostly arose from the electrostatic forces (data not shown). The total nonbond energy shows that the
nonbond energy is greatest when the polymyxin is in the hydrophobic region of the membrane.
The SMD pull energies compared to the NAMDEnergy nonbond calculations are generally
greater in magnitude, although the SMD forces have a small tendency to become positive as well. This is
likely due to the SMD forces adding on the forces needed for the movement of the polymyxin through
the membrane, overcoming the forces exhibited by the nonbond forces. Interestingly, the shape and
magnitudes generally follow the same pattern as the SMD pull forces, with a general peak near the
center, but comparisons between each individual run show large discrepancies between the shapes of
the curves Figures 23 and 24. The general SMD energy used to overcome the nonbond forces acting on
the polymyxin should be fairly proportional, and these deviations from one another is unexpected. This
may be due to the SMD forces being aligned only in the Z direction allowing the polymyxin to freely
move in the X and Y directions, or that the SMD forces were reactive to the nonbond forces.
Additionally, the SMD pull forces are also more fine grain, with the calculated forces being calculated
every 0.002 ns, a fivefold increase from the NAMDEnergy timestep (0.01 ns) which may influence the
generated plots.
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Figure 3.6 SMD applied energies over time for (Top) PME and (Bottom) PMB. (Left) the SMD applied
forces for the three PMB POPE/POPG-only trials. (Middle) SMD applied forces for
P(18:2)PE/PG. (Right) SMD applied forces for P(20:4)PE/PG. For all plots, the first trial is
represented in blue, the second in yellow, and third in green
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Figure 3.7 NAMDEnergy calculated nonbond energies over time for (Top) PME and (Bottom) PMB. (Left)
the SMD applied forces for the three PMB POPE/POPG-only trials. (Middle) SMD applied
forces for P(18:2)PE/PG. (Right) SMD applied forces for P(20:4)PE/PG. For all plots, the first
trial is represented in blue, the second in yellow, and third in green

The total energy needed to pull the polymyxin molecules through the various FA membranes
were calculated by taking the integral of the SMD energy over the course of the polymyxin’s movement
through the membrane. Additionally, the integral of the NAMDEnergy nonbond forces were calculated.
The resulting integral SMD energies have been presented in Figure25 and NAMDEnergy calculated
integrals in Figure 3.9. The energies displayed are much higher for the SMD than the energies found in
the NAMDEnergy nonbond calculations.
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Figure 3.8 Integral energies for SMD pull of PME (top) and PMB (bot) through the membrane for each
fatty acid tested

Figure 3.9 Integral of calculated NAMDEnergy nonbond energy for PME (top) and PMB (bot) over the
course of the simulation for each fatty acid tested
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The energies found from the integral calculations were consistent between the three trials with
respect to the relatively low standard error calculations. The energy from the nonbond NAMDEnergy
calculations for polymyxins was, as expected lower in magnitude overall, than the energy found from
the SMD pull force. The magnitudes relative to the method of calculating the total energy was also fairly
consistent between fatty acids, with the increase in energy in SMD being 68.6 ± 2.3%. However,
normalizing the increase over all the runs shows SMD energy for PME 18:1 and PMB 20:5 were lower
than they were expected from the normalized calculation. Similarly, SMD energy for PME 18:3α was
higher than predicted from the NAMDEnergy correlation. The deviations between runs was relatively
higher for longer chained unsaturated runs in the PME NAMDEnergy calculations, but less so for the
PMB runs. The differences between the lipid order of PGs between the PME and PMB runs may have a
part to play in this phenomena, however, the disorder calculated for the PGs tended to be consistent
between FA trials. The difference between the fatty acid tail’s contribution towards disorder may play a
part, but this has yet to be substantiated.
The membrane with the most permeability arose from the 22:6. The 18:3γ also showed an
increase in permeability, but was also close to permeability measurements for membranes with 20:3
and 20:4. Interestingly, 18:3α showed relatively comparable permeability with 18:3γ when calculated by
SMD, however, the NAMDEnergy’s calculations gave a relatively higher estimation of membrane
permeability and order. 20:5, even though it is highly unsaturated, has a higher membrane viscosity
than trends would suggest.
3.4.3 Pore Formation
The passage of polymyxins through the membranes occasionally created pores in the
membranes. The pores were determined by visual inspection, with varying degrees of pore size Figure
3.10 Pore formation.
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Figure 3.10 Pore formation. The top view for pores formed in (left) 18:3γ, (middle) 20:5, and (right) 22:6.
All membranes presented are from PME trial (1)

The pores formed tended to stay intact for 5 ns after the polymyxin had passed through, over
the course of a 15 ns simulation. A video has been posted to display the pore formation of PME in the
P(20:5)PE/PG membrane (https://youtu.be/nPIr9psK0vA). The short simulations did not allow for
accurate testing of the pore stability, however, phospholipid interaction with one another causes the
pore to open to a greater extent after interactions with the polymyxins have ceased. This follows the
self-promoted uptake mechanism mentioned in the literature; however, pore formation was relatively
rare among trials (Table 3.2). Unsurprisingly, there was a wide range of membrane thinning in areas
where small pore had formed, but healed after polymyxins had passed.

Table 3.2 Pore Formations and Membrane Thinning

PME

PMB

Run
1
2
3
1
2
3

18:1
no
no
no
no
no
thinning

18:2
no
no
no
no
no
no

18:3α
18:3γ
20:3
20:4
20:5
22:6
thinning
pore
no
no
pore
pore
no
thinning thinning
no
no
no
thinning
no
no
thinning
no
no
pore
pore
no
no
thinning
pore
no
thinning thinning thinning thinning thinning
thinning thinning
pore
no
pore
thinning
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3.5 DISCUSSION

The energetic analysis reveals a large energy gradient to be overcome for the passage of
polymyxins through the membrane. In comparison serotonin, a 176 Da molecule, is estimated to require
21 kcal/mol for transport across membranes composed of 1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3phosphocholine (POPC) and 1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phospho-l-serine (POPS) (Nilam, Collin,
Karmacharya, Hennig, & Nau, 2021). The size of PME and PMB is about 1,200 Da, and interpolating for
size would suggest around 140 kcal/mol activation energy for diffusion. The resulting energies from
transport across the membrane was around 1,200 kcal/mol on average using the lower NAMDEnergy
results; this was an increase of greater than 8-fold from a size normalized calculation. This indicates that
the pulling simulation tended to generate energy requirements much greater than would realistically be
found in vivo.
The generalized energy comparison between fatty acid tail groups exhibits a less permeable
membrane composition the more unsaturated and the shorter the tail length, however the unsaturation
tends to have a greater effect than the tail length. This agrees with the literature that the shorter tail the
more fluid, and the more unsaturated the more fluid (Fulco, 1974; Moorman et al., 2008; Yuk &
Marshall, 2003). The array of fatty acids tested range in length and saturation, but the arrangement of
increasing tail length and unsaturation results in two opposing permeability aspects. These tests showed
this general trend agrees for the most part with Herndon et al.’s and Hobby et al.’s results with crystal
violet with Escherichia coli and Klebsiella pneumoniae (Herndon et al., 2020; Hobby et al., 2019).
However, the increases in permeability shown computationally were disproportionate related to the
amount of corresponding CV uptake from the studies. Additionally, the permeability results tend to
disagree with the Moravec et al.’s and Eder et al.’s CV absorbance assays with various Vibrio species and
Acinetobacter baumannii where permeability was found to decrease with increasing fatty acid tail length
and unsaturation (Eder et al., 2017; Moravec et al., 2017). The relation between permeability and
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polymyxin resistance appears to be a correlated effect, where decrease in CV absorbance lead to a
decrease in PMB resistance and vice versa (Eder et al., 2017; Herndon et al., 2020; Moravec et al., 2017).
However, in Klebsiella pneumoniae, the increase in permeability showed a decrease in antimicrobial
resistance (Hobby et al., 2019).
While the exact mechanism for the antimicrobial activity of polymyxins are not fully understood,
the influence on protein expression in response to fatty acids may be the cause of antimicrobial
resistance and loss of permeability in K. pneumoniae, A. baumannii, as well as Vibrio species. For
example, the inner membrane of bacteria has been known to have proteins responsible for transport
across the inner membrane such as AcrB a protein known for the efflux of harmful chemicals and has
been shown to increase PMB resistance in Klebsiella pneumoniae (Padilla et al., 2010). Interestingly, the
expression of VC1757 (the gene encoding AcrB/D/F) seems to increase when measured from LB against
rabbit lumen (Xu et al., 2003). Additionally, although not tested in this paper, membrane flexibility (not
to be confused with fluidity) is positively correlated with unsaturation (Hac-Wydro & Wydro, 2007),
which may lead to some mechanism of polymyxin permeation.

3.6 CONCLUSIONS

The simulated studies showed a marked similarity in the proportion of energy required to pass a
polymyxin molecule through membranes composed of varying fatty acids as it did to CV uptake from
corresponding LCFA studies. The tail length tended to decrease fluidity and permeability, however, the
unsaturation tended to increase both permeability and fluidity. The increase in permeability due to
unsaturation was found to be dependent on the location of unsaturation as seen from the 18:3α having
typically lower permeability than 18:3γ. Unfortunately, this did not reveal as much as anticipated in the
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way of antimicrobial resistances. The question of antimicrobial resistance may be related to some other
permeability mechanism than passive diffusion, such as facilitated diffusion or active transport.
Future work may entail additional analyses of the activation energy for the transport of
polymyxins across the membrane and compose a comparison between the simulated and traditionally
calculated results. Additional studies involving the cationic antimicrobial peptides LL37, cecropin, and
human beta defensin would also be good for the comparison of membrane permeability of other CAMPs
than polymyxin B and E. Membrane construction in this study was meant to be realistic; however, the
complexity of the membrane may have made comparisons between membrane systems hard to
analyze. Future studies with simplified membrane systems such as PXPE or PXPG may make the exact
reason for the effects of the fatty acid tail more evident. The time of simulation may have also been too
short, where 54 simulations were performed available resources limited the length of each run. The
forces used may have been set too high to see the polymyxins tested move in the X and Y directions to
find a more ideal pathway through the membrane system and in turn see which phospholipid species
help or hinder the transport.
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Figure A.1 2D representation of the skeletal formula for phosphatidylethanolamine (PE),
phosphatidylglycerol (PG), and Lipopolysaccharides (LPS). These molecules make the
membrane the FadL proteins were set in during equilibration. The core region carbohydrate
abbreviations are as follows: α-keto-deoxyoctulosonate (AKDO), α-LD-mannoheptose
(AHEP), α-D-glucose (AGLC), α-D-glucosamine (AGLCN), β-D-glucose (BGLC), and β-Dfructofuranose (BFRU). The O-antigen region abbreviations are α-D-rhamnose (ADRHM) and
β-D-rhamnose (BDRHM). Both α and β rhamnoses are modified with a (S)-2,4dihydroxbutanoyl off of the 4’ carbon position. The final R- group for the O-antigen is a
hydroxyl group (OH)
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Figure A.2 Image of FadL protein set in membrane system during equilibration. The FadL protein is
colored by secondary structure, PE and PG are green, Lipid A is teal, the core region is blue,
and the O-antigen is colored purple. Lipid A, PE, and PG polar oxygen as found in the
headgroups are shown in red
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Figure A.3 RMSD of equilibrated FadL in membrane systems. The plot shows good stability with the
RMSD of each run.
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Figure A.4 Alignment of vc1042 with b2344 with structural approximations. Alignments were found
using Clustal Omega (Sievers et al., 2011). The origin of determined structures can be seen in
Figure A.7. Residues from that were commonly docked (Table 2.4) are in red, while the high
affinity binding site from van den berg (van den Berg et al., 2004) are in blue. Residues 104
and 361 were in both selections and are highlighted in purple.
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vc1043
b2344_struc
b2344
alignment
vc1043
vc1043_struc

|-------------N-Terminal Hatch-----------||------S1-----||-AGFQLNEFSSSGLGRAYSGEGAIADDAGNVSRNPALITMFDRPTFSAGAVYIDPDVNISG
****** *::*****::*:..***:*. :***** :::**. ::* *
*
:::..
AGFQLNAQSATGLGRAFAGDAVIADNAAVMSRNPAAMALFDEMALSLGFETITTMIDVKN
|-------------N-Terminal Hatch-----------||------S1-----||--

b2344_struc
b2344
alignment
vc1043
vc1043_struc

-------L1--------||--------S2-------||------S3-----||------TSPSG------RSLKADNIAPTAWVPNMHFVAPINDQFGWGASITSNYGLATEFNDTYAG
.* *
.:*::. *: .**:*::.*:*:**.**.. **:* ***.*:* .
VSYRGVLGNSVSVQDTDDVGGTSVAPNIHLIVPVNEQFAWGVNAYSNFGTKTEFSDSYPA
-------L1----------||------S2-------||------S3-----||-------

b2344_struc
b2344
alignment
vc1043
vc1043_struc

L2-----||-------S4------||-----S5-----||-------------------GSVGGTTDLETMNLNLSGAYRLNNAWSFGLGFNAVYARAKIERFAGDLGQLVAGQIMQSP
.. ** **::::**.*:*:**:*: **** *:: :*.:..::*:**
*. *: .*
SEYGGLTDVKSFNLGLAGSYRVNKEWSFGAGLDLIYGQGTMKRIAGTSFP--ASTIVVNP
L2------||------S4------||-----S5-----||--------------------

b2344_struc
b2344
alignment
vc1043
vc1043_struc

----L3----------------------||-------S6------||------S7----AGQTQQGQALAATANGIDSNTKIAHLNGNQWGFGWNAGILYELDKNNRYALTYRSEVKID
:
*
..: :
:.: *..*:* * :**:*:***:.*:** . ::.
TTVI--------PA---RGTSLLNVDKADGWAVGFNLGTVYEMDENNRFGLSYRYSPEFK
----L3-----------------------||------S6------||-----S7-----|

b2344_struc
b2344
alignment
vc1043
vc1043_struc

||----------------L4--------------||--------S8------||-----FKGNYSSDLNRAFNNYGLPIPTATGGATQSGYLTLNLPEMWEVSGYNRVD-PQWAIHYSL
*.:*..:
:** **:: *.**::::: *:*:***:
AKDDYGQE------------------------ITLPLPDIAEFSGFHKIENTQFAVHYSV
|----------------L4---------------||-------S8------||-------

b2344_struc
b2344
alignment
vc1043
vc1043_struc

-S9-----||------------L5------------||------S10------||----AYTSWSQFQQLKATSTS---------GDTLFQKHEGFKDAYRIALGTTYYYDDNWTFRTG
: .** *:::: .
. ::*
::*.:: ::* *** :.:**:*:*
QWIGWSAFDKIEFRNLVTSRSSVGALTKGSYDKMYEWQDGWHYSIGGTYYLNSDWTLRAG
S9-----||-------------L5------------||------S10------||-----

b2344_struc
b2344
alignment
vc1043
vc1043_struc

-S11------||-L6-||-------S12-------||-----S13-----||------L7
IAFDDSPVPAQNRSISIPDQDRFWLSAGTTYAFNKDASVDVGVSYMHGQSVKINEGPYQF
:* *
.. ***:**.** ***** ** ::..:.**.*.:*: *:.* :.*.
YMYDTSAQ-DSRTSISVPDSDRQWLSAGFTYNIDDKSNVDFGFTYLMGKDVAVSENDAGS
-S11------||--L6-||------S12-------||-----S13-----||------L7

b2344_struc
b2344
alignment
vc1043
vc1043_struc

------||-----S14----|
----ESEGKAWLFGTNFNYAF
:...* *:* ::. :*
KLTATTHADAILLGLQYSRTF
------||-----S14----|
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Figure A.5 Alignment of vc1043 with b2344 with structural approximations. Alignments were found
using Clustal Omega (Sievers et al., 2011). The origin of determined structures can be seen in
Figure A.7. Residues from that were commonly docked (Table 2.4) are in red, while the high
affinity binding site from van den berg (van den Berg et al., 2004) are in blue. Residues 104
and 361 were in both selections and are highlighted in purple.

104

vca0862
b2344_struc
b2344
alignment
vca0862
vca0862_struc

|-------------N-Terminal Hatch-----------||------S1-----||-AGFQLNEFSSSGLGRAYSGEGAIADDAGNVSRNPALITMFDRPTFSAGAVYIDPDVNISG
****: *.*:******:***.*:**:*. ::**** : :*:
**..
:**:**:..
AGFQVAEHSASGLGRAFSGEAAVADNASVLARNPAAMMLFETAQFSGALSIVDPEVNVDD
|-------------N-Terminal Hatch-----------||------S1-----||--

b2344_struc
b2344
alignment
vca0862
vca0862_struc

----L1-----||--------S2-------||------S3-----||-------L2---TSPSGRSLKADNIAPTAWVPNMHFVAPINDQFGWGASITSNYGLATEFNDTYAGGSVGGT
* .
. .::**
** ::: *****:.** :: :.**:**:: :
.*.:.*
LSNN---QSMKDVAPLQIVPAAYYIRPINDQWAWGLAMFTTYGVATDYPNEIYAGDLAGD
----L1------||-------S2-------||------S3-----||-------L2----

b2344_struc
b2344
alignment
vca0862
vca0862_struc

-||-------S4------||-----S5-----||------------------------L3
TDLETMNLNLSGAYRLNNAWSFGLGFNAVYARAKIERFAGDLGQLVAGQIMQSPAGQTQQ
*.* ::*** . ***:*
*:*:*:: * *:**: *. *.*. ::.*
TSLISVNLNPNIAYRVNPELSLGFGLDLVAAKAKLTRHKGGLAPFMGGG-----------||-------S4------||------S5-----||-----------------------L3

b2344_struc
b2344
alignment
vca0862
vca0862_struc

----------------------||-------S6------||------S7-----||---GQALAATANGIDSNTKIAHLNGNQWGFGWNAGILYELDKNNRYALTYRSEVKIDFKGNYS
: . :: :.*: .:*** * *****::** .: ***.**::*...
-----------NPSDNLIGMTGETLALGWNIGALYELDEQNRIGFGYRSRVKLNFDDGEF
----------------------||-------S6------||------S7------||---

b2344_struc
b2344
alignment
vca0862
vca0862_struc

------------L4--------------||-------S8------||-------S9---SDLNRAFNNYGLPIPTATGGATQSGYLTLNLPEMWEVSGYNRVDPQWAIHYSLAYTSWSQ
*.
*. *
: .*. * *.::** :**:**::::: ***:***
*.**.
SS-------YDSGI---ATSAVVPGQLKIELPAIWELSGFHQLNEQWAVHYSYQQTDWSS
------------L4--------------||-------S8------||------S9-----

b2344_struc
b2344
alignment
vca0862
vca0862_struc

-||---------L5--------||------S10------||------S11------||-FQQLKATST--SGDTLFQKHEGFKDAYRIALGTTYYYDDNWTFRTGIAFDDSPVPAQNRS
*::*.***: ...* *** * ::* * ::*:** : .**:*:*:***:.
: :
FEELTATSSQCKNGTCFQKIEQYQDNGRWSVGATYTLNTTWTLRAGLAFDEQA---GKAT
||----------L5--------||------S10------||-------S11-------||

b2344_struc
b2344
alignment
vca0862
vca0862_struc

L6||-------S12-------||-----S13-----||-------L7------||----ISIPDQDRFWLSAGTTYAFNKDASVDVGVSYMHGQSVKIN-----EGPYQFESEGKAWLF
:****.**** *** **::. : ::*.*.: ::.:. .:.
*****. *::
LSIPDSDRFWYSAGLTYTLTPQLTMDAGFALVQSRKGSFTEKNQIGQNLQFESEAVAYIS
L6||-------S12-------||------S13-----||------L7------||-----

b2344_struc
b2344
alignment
vca0862
vca0862_struc

S14-----|
GTNFNYAF. :*** *
ALQFNYRFH
S14-----|
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Figure A.6 Alignment of vca0862 with b2344 with structural approximations. Alignments were found
using Clustal Omega (Sievers et al., 2011). The origin of determined structures can be seen in
Figure A.7. Residues from that were commonly docked (Table 2.4) are in red, while the high
affinity binding site from van den berg (van den Berg et al., 2004) are in blue. Residues 104
and 361 were in both selections and are highlighted in purple.
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Figure A.7 Structural determinations of the beta barrel strands 1-14 for b2344 (A), vc1042 (C), vc1043
(E), and vca0862 (G). The extracellular loops and the N-terminal hatch domain for b2344 (B),
vc1042 (D), vc1043 (F), and vca0862 (H). The L1 (red), L2 (orange), L3 (yellow), L4 (green), L5
(dark blue), L6 (indigo), L7 (violet), and the N-terminal hatch domain (light blue) are
presented
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Figure A.8 Surface view of fatty acid uptake. (A) b2344, (B) vc1042, and (C) vc1043. The entrances to the
transport channels are highlighted in purple, and also circled in black

Figure A.9 Surface view of docked vca0862. The fatty acid docking locations are shown in purple
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Figure A.10
Polymyxin position over time (all). (Left) PME position calculated by the center of all
PME atoms. (Right) PMB’s position relative to the Z-axis.
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Figure A.11
Pore formation from polymyxin passage through the membrane. Views are from the top
looking down the Z-axis. The definite pore formation is highlighted with a box around the
image.
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Table A.1 Calculated Z-scores

b2344
vc1042
vc1043
vca0862

Generated

Equilibrated

-2.40 ± 0.37
-1.23 ± 0.42
-2.04 ± 0.39
-3.85 ± 0.37

-1.87 ± 0.38
-2.40 ± 0.37
-1.97 ± 0.40
-1.80 ± 0.40

Table A.2 V. cholerae FadL homolog expression (Xu et al., 2003)
Homolog

LB

vc1042
vc1043
vca0862

0.0575
0.701
0.118

Rabbit Lumen loop RNA/LB RNA
0.401
0.432
0.139
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1.38
0.0905
0.333
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